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HE Annual General Meeting of the British Gliding Association Ltd .• held on
January 24th. 1947. at Londonderry House. was a very successful and
heartening affair. It is dear that if Gliding in Great Britain last year got
off to a false start. or did not get off, things are going to be different this year,
other conditions remaining the same. There are more Clubs who are members
of the B.G.A., more Associate Clubs, the manufacturers report machines will
be available, there will probably be more petrol, Clubs have got their rotas of
instructors and pupils arranged, and finally, but not by any means least important,
there are signs of Government interest in Gliding. But as Col. Preston. the
Secretary General of the Royal Aero Club said, there probably will not be a subsidy,
but if not, there will almost certainly be indirect help. His figure of the possibilities of 30,000 peop'le being devotees of the sport confirms our own estimates.

At present there are two Committees sitting on Private Flying. One, an
Informal Committee. consists of various Invitees under the Chairmanship of Mr.
Peter Masefield, Direc'tor of Development at ,the M.C.A., and has no officials sitting
on it. The'other. known as the Straight Committee. consists of representatives
, of various official bodies. It may Inc,lude Members of both Houses of Parliament
at a later date. Both Committees have now reached a stage in their deliberations
at which Gliding is to be considered. Mr. Peter Masefield's Technical Committee
Is considering the speCification of various types of Gliders and Sailplanes, which
may become officially approved. At any rate they will set a standard. The
Straight Committee is considering Policy. It seems odd that Sailplane should
have been invited to send its Editor to the Technical Committee and not to the
Policy Committee, where presumably the wide contacts which any Editor must
have, might be brought to some use in so far as they represent public opinion.
One aim of the Masefield Committee is to create acceptable technical conditions in which Sailplanes can be built at a price more within the reach of poorer
people than those who at present are able to indulge in the sport. Presumably
on the recommendations of this Committee It may be possible for the Straight
Committee to found a Policy. To the extent that no Government has before
gone to such lengths to see if help can be afforded, this is indeed a great step
forward.
If other things were equal. we might look forward indeed to the best year
ever. But as it Is we are under the cloud of the National Economic Crisis. It is
doubtful whether materials will be forthcoming, and difficulties have already been
reported In that direction. If the Ministry of Supply or Board of Trade do to
Sailplanes what they have already done to small boats, and prohibit their manufacture, we may yet see all our plans remaining on the shelf. This is the unhappy
side of the picture, and we shall need a good deal of determination and endurance
to bring our plans to fruitation under these circumstances.
But as the Government want foreign visito.rs to Cliome to Our shores and are
to lay themselves out to attract and entertain tl'lem when they get here. it may
be that we shall be allowed to operate and get new machines under that heading.
,. It's an III wind" and all that. but in the ill wind there might indeed be some
crumbs of comfort for the Sailplane Movement which might, because of the export
drive and the need for hard currencies, derive benefit from possibly lower- prices
accruing from large production of Sailplanes for export. Certainly our Sailplanes
will be more up-to-date. For example Slingsby's new fifty foot span high performance machine has a calculated performance better than that of the" Olympia,"
with a gliding angle of one in twenty-nine. Presumably the development of this
machine will be a number one priority for the 1948 International Contests.

So far the. only events of which we have official notice are the Easter Meeting
at Leicester. and the National Contests in June. Will Secretaries please inform us
as soon as possible of any arrangements for Camps and other events so that they
may be published In the columns of Sailplane ~
1
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RELATIVE AIRFLOW INDICATORS
By
A. YORK BRAMBLE, A.R.AE.S., F.R.MET.S.
HE article in the December 1946 issue ot THE
T
on "The Angle of
Attack Indicator" (August Raspet) focusses attenSAILPLANE

AND

GLIOF-R

tion, once again, on a subject of flight which should
receive fa r greater attention in it!; pra.ctical applications, than hitherto.
But there are pitfalls. Like those of tlLe magnetic
compass, they must be recogni ed and can then be
.. flown on."
In 1939, whilst engaged in the training of pilots
for the R.A.F., the author of the present article
spent some time in designing an instrument to
indicate the approach of stall conditions at all speed
ranges at which the aircraft may encounter tnem.
This instrument integrated the airspeed indication
from the pitot-head with the aerofoil airflow condition, and flashed a red light on the dial for all
points of stall coincidence. In common with many
other inventions the value of which has been proved,
it has never yet come into general use.
The theory of the principle governing the function
of the instrument, while simple enough in fact,
seemed to puzzle many pilots both old and new.
This should serve to urge all theory-of-fIight students
to determine to grasp thoroughly the details of the
subject; particularly so that in abnormal conditions
of flight, when normal reactions do not appear to
"cope," common sense and clear thinking may
maintain safe Hying.
Some time later the author, working on the
principle of integration above inriicated, developed
the design of a fairly simple instrument, primarily
intended for use in gliding and soaring flight, named
a " Relative Airflow Indicator."
This indicator was designed to include functions
similar to those described in Raspet's article, i.e. to
provide indications of variation of airflow direction
in a vertical plane; but, in addition, to give indications of lateral airflow variation, i.e. of the aircraft's.
slip and. yaw (skid). The instrument also derives
the indicated airspeed and from means less liable
than the normal pitot-head to " pack up" through
icing.
But, there are pitfalls! Before descl'ibing this
instr.ument it may be wise to look into some of these·
pitfalls fairly ylosely, taking our texts from Raspet's
article.
Pitfall No. 1 Re " Relative Airspeed." In h.is first
paragraph it is stated that an angle of attack indicator
gives a true indication of the reserve lift of t1Le
aerofoil.
Now "angle of attack," being the
colloquial expression for angle of incidence of the
aerofoil's chord to the mean line of airflow past it,
is the factor that gives rise, as it varies. to change in
the lift component of the reaction on the aerofoil,
In other words, keep the angle steady, and, other
factors being equal, the lift coefficient will remain
steady. If we call this coefficient of lift CL. the wing
area S, the velocity of the airflow V, the" thickness"

density of the air (r), and the" reserve lift" L,
then we have the well-known physical fact that the
lift (L) is given by multiplying the effect of the angle
of attack (or lift coefficient, CL) by half the density
value of the air (2r). by the airspeed multiplied by
itself (V 2), by the wing area (5). Or, put shortly in
simple equation form : L = CL x }r x V 2 x S .
It is clear, then, that the" reserve of lift" depends
upon things other than, and in addition to, the angle
of attack (in effect, CL), and it is equally clear that
if these other things are changing, for example if V
drops a bit, L will alter quite a lot, since these other
things are multipliers. The truth is then, that an
angle of attack indicator can only "give a true
indication of the reserve lift of the aerofoil .. if we
are all the time aware of how the other things are
behaving, i.e. steady or changing. Now the wing
area is steady, and, in the main, the density of the
air locally is steady. But the velocity of airflow
changes. So that we must have a ready-present
indication of airspeed if the angle of attack indication
is to mean anything really useful and reliable, since
the airspeed can vary quite quickly in " free" flight.
Again, in the fifth paragraph it is stated that the
stalling speed in a turn is" somewhat higher than the
stalling speed in machine flight." (Presumably by
" machine" flight is meant uniform flight in level or
near-level attitude.) But here. "somewhat higher
than" needs to be interpreted as " varying up to at
least twice that of "--depending. in fact, upon the
rate of turn.
Again, at the foot of column two of the article it is
stated that an " angle of attack indicator is really a
stall warning device" and goes on to refer to an
" angle of attack reaching a dangerous stall." But
the truth is that a " dangerous stall" condition can
be reached at different times for almost all angles of
attack. depending upon the different conditions
obtaining at the time. So that to these words must
be added some such phrase as ;-" when read in
conj unction with the relative airspeed," if disaster
is to be avoided. For example, in a thermal a
sailplane flown in the attitude of a diving turn. at
an indicated angle of attack of, say, 20°, may be
flying within quite safe limits, depending upon the
rate of turn, i.e. upon the airspeed, in effect; whereas
in straight and near·level flight it may have already
passed the danger-line of the stalling condition. at
an indicated angle of, say, 15°, depending always
upon the airspeed, or relative speed of the airflow
over the wings.
Pitfall No. 2 .. Attitude." In paragraph 6 of
Raspet's article it is stated that the airspeed indiCator
is . . . " an instrument which indicates a history or
summation of past attitudes of the aircraft." Yet
in paragraph 6 (column 3 of the article) it says,
"The attitude of an aircraft is not absolutely de·
01'
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With these concepts in mind, an examination of
the earlier·mentioned Relative Airflow Indicator
may be useful.
First, a clear idea of what it will do : In common with the Angle of Attack Indicator it
will not present to the pilot a complete picture of the
attitude of his machine in space; but it will give an
indication ot the attitude of the machine with
reference to the relative airflow, in both pitching
and yawing planes, and it will do this for all attitudes
of the machine in space, though without necessarily
indicating what those space attitudes are. Additionally it will indicate the relative airflow speed.
Calibration of the instrument fully, however, for
airspeed and angle of attack, is optional; since the
instrument's main function is to act as a safety
limit indicator, i.e. in permitting sailing as near the
stall as is safe. It is not intended to replace either
the A.S.I. or the gyro-instFllments. Normally its
operating head is to be fitted forward of the nacelle
of the machine; but an adaptation of the instrument, with suitable adj,ustment for position error,
may be fitted with two modified operating heads,
one off either wing.tip, with integrated reading on
one dial of port or starboard lift component differen
dation. This version of the instrument would
function like the membranes in the bird's head,
giving an indication of the direction in which to turn
to gain lift ill thermals.
The normal R.A.F.l., then, comprises a bowpositioned operating head and 3-in·one indicating
dial on the dash·board. The operating head (Fig. 1)
is preferably made of light-alloy metal or plastic
and comprises two twin wind-vanes and a wind
pressure plate. Vane 1 is that for detecting the
aircraft's yawing. plane component of the direction
of relative airflow, and gives indication of slip to one
side and yaw or skid to the other, and vice·versa. Vane
2 detects the aircraft's pitching-plane component of
the direction of relative airflow, and gives indication
of angle of incidence of main planes to relative airflow. The concave plate 3 detects the wind pressure,
by reference to a resisting, sprung-loaded rod and
gives approiimate indication of the relative airspeed.
Light transmitting gears are enclosed in the streamlined body 4, the rod-passing holes in which are
fitted with glycerine-soaked wads to minimise
icing-up. Linkages are conducted in the tube 5,
which terminates in the fixing.plate 6, for attaching
the whole operating head to the nose of the aircraft.
The dial of the instrument (Fig. 2) may be only
about 2 in diameter and without window. Its
matt·white disc (7) has a central orifice and two
lateral holes, and is set bad< in the matt-black lined
casing about li
Rods project about IN through
the lateral holes, red (8) on the left and green (9) on
the right. They move reciprocally, being actuated
by the angular movement of the vane 1. If, for
example, the machine yaws to the right, green
recedes and red extrudes, just as in rudder control
movement. This is also the natural indication for
left side-slip. Other-sided movements are viceversa. Through the central orifice projects a doublebarrelled tube or sleeve (10), sliding in and out
actuated by the movement of the wind pressure
plate (3 in Fig. 1). This sleeve is of glass or some
transparent medium is whitened at the forward edge

termined by the airspeed indicato!'." Now the real
truth is that the" attitude" of an aircraft can be
determined by neither A.S.1. nor A.A.1. As Professor load would say, " It all depends on what you
mean by 'attitude '." If we accept the popular
interpretation (the same as is provided by gyrocontrolled indicators) i.e. attitude relative to earth's
datum planes of reference, then (with due respect to
Raspet) not even A.S.l. plus A.A.1. in combination
can give the pilot a full picture of his aircraft's
attitude; though this combination can be very
helpful up to a point, in that particular respect. But
if we accept what Raspet apparently means by
.. attitude," i.e. relative to the local airflow channel,
then his earlier statement as to .. history or summa·
tion of past attitudes" is not what the A.S.l. tells,
particularly as to local varying air current:;. For
example, in the practice of dynamic soaring, the
relative dynamic thrust due to a gust would give a
sudden change in airspeed indication, having no
reference to the aircraft's past attitudes.
Pitfall No. a. Gyro Substitutes. Later in paragraph
6 of Raspet's article it is stated that in flying upside
down at 60 m.p.h. a sailplane pilot would at onCe be
informed by the angle of attack indicator that he is
in inverted flight. Now this is really rather a bad
one! For if the flying were of the non-acclerating
order (e.g. non.loopingl the pilot would be aware of
his in version through the pull of his safety straps on
his body, long before anything else. But if he did
not feel such pressure, though inverted, then he
would necessarily be flying with angular acceleration
in the pitching plane (e.g. looping), and in this
condition the angle of attack ot the main planes to
the local airflow would certainly be positive. (In
other words you can't have it both ways I) The
indication of " negative value of angle of attack"
could only be provided in inversion by steadily
maintained flight (which gives the .. upside down
feeling" anyway). unless the machine entered
suddenly a strong relative upcurrent. In brief and
in general, the A.A.I. will not show any inversion
of flying of which the pilot has not already become
physically aware.
Incidentally, some years of research in gyroscopy,
still continuing, including the invention of the non·
toppling gyroscepe (British Patent 553730, ete.)
have proved conclusively that there is no fully
satisfactory substitute for the gyroscope, properly
suspended, for providing an earth-related space·
datum for use in bliJld flying. From all this it may
be seen that the statement a little lower down in
the article-" When this is done, the pilot need not
change the attitude of his airplane in order to
determine whether he is inverted and whether his
speed is due to diving "-needs to be accepted with
reservation, i.e. with certain clear, but limited,
interpretations in mind.
If the discussion has been followed so far, with
special reterence to Raspet's article, sufficient will
have been said to show that the claims for the use
of the A.A.1. may not be so reliably wide, in practice,
as may have appeared. But that, read always in
conjunction with the indicated airspeed, it can be
made to serve widely and reliably in the practice of
soaring flight, though not as a complete substitute
for references by gyro datum.
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MY FIRST SOLO IN 11 SAILPLANE
By REAR-ADMIRAL L. D. MACKINTOSH

I

CONSIDER myself very fortunate to hiwe been
able to celebrate my 50th birthday, recently,
with my first solo sailplane flight, 13 fascinating
minutes in a" Mu 13." Earlier in the day I had a
dual instructional flight in a .. Kranich" with
Lieutenant-Commander Sproule instructing, which
enabled me to connect the variations in the note of
the airflow as it hissed past the canopy, with the A.S.I.
readings; to feel the controls; to get a good idea
of the effect of the air brakes and the type of
approach required.
We were having aero-tows behind a" Tiger Moth"
and I found this, if anything, the most difficult part
of the business, particularly in the .. Mu," which
surprised me by its delicacy in fore and aft control.
The day was unfortunately not one for soaring flight
by 011e of my inexperience, and I cast off just below
ten-tenths cloud at 1,500 feet. The exhilaration of
the free flight that f0llowed I Can only compare to
that of skiing or perhaps sailing a thoroughbred
small boat. Lazy turns over the airfield at DOnibristle, near the Forth Bridge, from which we were
operating brought me all too soon to the position

from which I started my final approach. I found
the brake operating lever in the" Mu 13" less natmal
in its sense of application than that on the" Kranich"
which works in the same sense as the throttle in a
powered aircraft.
Although I am a comparatively inexperienced
amateur pilot (and not a very good one at that)
who has not Hown solo since 1941, I was, nevertheless. confident in my ability to achieve a 5010 sailplane
flight. This was, I think because I was thoroughly
briefed, had a good sized airfield (by gliding standards !) to land on and because on the airfield my
instructor was ready to warn me, if necessary. by a
red Aldis lamp if I was undershooting or a green if
I was overshooting. All went well and the" Mu "
was quickly off again with another pilot.
It is my hope that sailplaning, which is on a par
with boatsailing, will become a popular sport in the
Royal Navy. I certainly intend to avail myself
of every opportunity of gliding and next· time I
hope I may do some soaring as opposed to concentrating on tob0gganing safely to earth. which
was my main consideration in my first flight.

RELATIVE JlIRt'LOW INDICATORS

inverted). This, of course, is the normal technique
for spin correction. In actual soaring practice. the
white incidence rod may extrude its red porti0n in a
thermal and the pilot may ease the stick fOlward and
note the airspeed sleeve come further out of the dial.
In any event the technique is to I.' hide the red." In
short, provide the increasing angle@f attack with
enough
indicated
airspeed to "cover" it.
" Absolute.• " rather' than comparative, readings of
airspeed and angle of attack may be made aga,inst
the edge of the dial orifice.
The actual construction of this instrument may be .
on such simple lines as to render it possible of maintenance 011 the amateur's work-bench. The linkages
should be ot the lig\-1test kind, e.g. connecting" rods"
of intervally-supported IS-gauge piano wire. Steppedup gearing is simply adjusted for different aircraft by
varying the length of crank arms, or by using different
light, spur-gear pinions of suitable ratio. Care is
required, of course. in determining the relation
between the degrees of movement of airspeed sleeve
and Incidence rods. respectively, and this may best
be tackled, perhaps, by fixing the length of travel of
the airspeed sleeve to cover the flying-speed range
for the sailplane concerned, and then employing
incidence rods about
longer. Relative movement
ratio between sleeve and rods may be arranged by
adjustment of crank lengths respectively, with
reference to a table of values of incidence angle and
stall-speed. For each type of aircraft, of course,
there will be a particular table of these values, and
no doubt the manufacturers would supply copies.
and give also the optimum values for LID and sinkingspeed referred to above.

(Continued from pre-vious page.)

and may be graduated for airspeed by marks along
the sides. Lying in the bores of the sleeve are two
rods above and below respectively, ooloured l'ed,
but for the protruding ends; upper (H) being white,
and lower (12) being yellow. These incidence-angle
rods may be graduated d desired, but at least the
upper should be marked for the best LID angle and
the minimum-sink speed angle. The rods. actuated
by the angular mov.ement of vane 2, move in and out
recipmcally.
" Reading" the dial is simple. At zero incidence,
or at (preferably) incidence of neutml lift, the two
rods project equally. If incidence becomes positive
the upper projects more. If negative. the lower
projects more. If a red portion comes out of the
end of the airspeed sleeve. then the angle of incidence
of the mainplanes, or angle of attack, is too high fOl'
the airspeed shown and the machine is in danger of
stalling. The pilot's remedy is to increase speed,
by easing the stick forward if the upper white rod
is out, and by pulling the stick back (inverted flight)
if the lower rod is out and if the pil0t wishes to
remain flying inverted and prevent the incipient
inverted spin. When a high degree of skid is indicated, however, in conjunction with increasing
airspeed (i.e. spinning in progress) the " offside"
lateral rod will be extruded, and the remedy is for
the pilot to centralize stick and (applying instinctive
foot action) .. push back the lateral" rod, i.e. correct
the yaw by rudder action, before beginning to ease
back the stick again to level out (or ease forward if

r
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HAVE DONE ,vith the

~~

DAGLING ~~

By
WING COMMANDER G. E. P. GREEN
soon as he was fit. Now the S.G. is of course an
" Elementary" type, and does look very like a
" Dagling," but it has different characteristics, It
is more responsive to control movements, much more
stable in every sense and not so likely to " rocket"
in a gust, it has sh.ock absorbers and a sprung skid
so that a beginner can get an idea of what a good
la.nc1ing feels like, and is not so likely to injure
himself in the event of a " parachute" landing. It
is not generally realised that the " Dagling" with
its solid w00den beam skid and absence of any
padding or support for the pilot's back, has a long
reCord of crushed vertebrae and worse.
The S.G. shares one big fault with the" Dagling,"
however, lack of " weathercock stability" owing to
absence of keel surface. The practical effects of this
are seen when a learner drops a wing in a bump, or
because of harsh ruddering. The machine begins to
slip, and will go all slipping until something is done
about it. By the time the novice has :got over the
nasty feeJ,ing of faUing out of the sky and got around
to taking action, he may have smashed a wingtip,
and even blown right round in a cartwheel if there
is a little wihd, An aircraft with a normal fuselage
is much more ready to help him by tending to tUrn
into the slip and fly out of it-crosswind maybe, but
under control and right side up.
Recent A,T.e. experience has confirmed the
opinion that most of the Broomstick stage can be
scrapped. The Slingsby "Cadet," which is the
standard equipment, is the ideal compromise between
the S.G. and the "Grunau." Two courses were
started parallel, one on the" Dagling" and one on
" Cadets." Both followed the usual syllabus. By
the time the " Dagling" boys were safe to begin
hops, the " Cadet" bunch were getting their " A "
certificates. These results were by no means
accidental, as is shown by subsequent experiments.
The average number of slides before a lad got airborne on the " Dagling" was around fifteen. On
the" Cadets" they do low hops within six launches.
Instead of needing anything from forty to fifty
launches to get their certificates via" Dagling," they
now qualify in around thirty. The results were good
enough to persuade H.Q, to replace the" Dagling "
with a " Cadet," and scores of lads have got their
certificates without ever seeing an " Elementary"
glider at all. Crashery has been reduced to the
point wher-e a cl'acked skid is a matter for a Court
of Inquiry-very nearly.
Bel-e, then, is food tor thought for Club Committees. The average age of these A.T.C. lads is
sixteen to eighteen, they get their certificates in
a.round thirty launches and with very nearly no
crashery at all. The Instructors can do their
circuits and even sniff out the odd bit of lift in the
same machines. \Vhen Mark Il (" Tutor") wings
arrive they will be able to soar in the same machines.
Why waste time and money on " Elemen taries " ?

the H.A.F. was laced with the n-eed for
W HEN
very rapitl expansion at the beginning of the
war, one of the first things to receive top priority
was training research. The most varied schemes
ano experiments were carried out with the aim of
producing the greatest possible number of efficient
aircrew in the least possible time, and with the
greatest economy. The Empire Central Flying
School was set up as a 60rt of Laboratory of training,
and many ways were found of reducing wastage of
all kinds in the training ol'ganisation.
The Gliding Movement in this country to-day faces
a rather similar problem. How to train as many
Club members as possible in the most economical
way. A drastic revision of training methods coupled
with a pl'Ogramme of intelligent research will certainly
yield dividends. The cost to the Club member of
flying time can only be kept down to reasonable
limits by reducing wastage to the absolute minimum.
The big headache in every Club is-Aircraft,
Apart from the difficulty of getting them at all, the
. problem is to make each one eam its purchase price
as soon as possible. This can only be done by
keeping every machine in the air and out of the
workshops, to get the maximum flying hours per
repair. This means getting beginners safe in the
least number of launches.
'Now training methods in most Clubs to-day are
right where they were ten years ago. Starting with
those horrible Ground Slides on the" Elementary"
which teach one nothing about flying and everything
about the roughness of the Earth's surface, via the
low hop that frightens the Instructor even more than
the pupil, to the higl) hop th.at is frequently involuntary and often ends with a smashed wingtip,
Experience in starting up one of the first Clubs to
be formed in RA.F.O., and later in the A.T.e., has
convinced the writer that a great deal of this" Elementary" stage is wasteful and unnecessary, and can
be eliminated.
In the days when Gliding Clubs consisted of halt-adozen enthusiasts who had to build their own machine,
and then teach themselves to fly it, the" Elementary" or " Dagling" type was probably as good a
machine as could be found. It was easy to build
'and repair, cheap, and could give quite satisfactory
flying in the hands of a pilot familial' with its tricks.
But nowadays the art of powedess flying has got
beyond such crudities. Clubs have far more support
and more money than they used to have, and aircraft
built by reliable firms to the designs of aeronautical
engineers can be bought like cars. New types are
capable of doing the job both of the" Elementary"
and the" Secondary," of taking the beginner through
his low hops and later introducing him to soaring
and the sailplane.
In 2 Group Club when it first started, the scheme
'was to get a beginner safe as mpidly as possible on
the S.G. with its detachable cockpit fitted right from
the star,t, and put him on to the" Grunau " just as
6
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Leic@stersl.i,-e Gliding
Club
Easter Soaring Rally
FolIowing the success of the Easter Rally of 1946,
at Rearsby Aerodrome, this Club has been asked to
oj'ganise a similar event this year.
The RaHy may be held at Ratcliffe Aerodrome
with the co-operation of the Aero Club, who would
provide power flying (dual and solo) at £2 and £2 5s.
respectively. The gliding club expects to have its
own " Tiger Moth" tug aircraft flying, apart from
other machines that may be obtained as before.
The Club hopes to repeat the 1946 success, with
the added facilities of a good club house, and asks
you to bring your own aircraft, if possible, and save
queuing.
'
It is suggested that a postcard be sent to
Mr. J. C. Rice, Cosby, Leicester
(,Phone: Narborough 2277) as follows : From. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 'Phone ....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Gillette edges are
sharper thun
,. 8'lrgeon~8 selllpel!
The hardest, sharpest edges known To science,

built on supporting shoulders for extra Strength
and longer life. Every blade anchored in its
wrapper, to ensure that the keen cutting edges
reach you untouched and undamaged. Only
GIlleue, constantly seeking better methods, can
give you such perfection-and shave vou so
quickly, cleanly and clleaply.
.

0. . . . . .

1 would expect to attend the Easter Rally,
'April 4th to 8th with
persons in my
party, staying for . _.... days.
The sleeping accommodation required would be
............ , , .. I would bring a
.
aircraft.
Suggestions and remarks-(Films, talks, etc., for
the evenings will be welcome~l).

-600d Mornill ys'

begin with Gillette

SLINGSBY====
==SAILPLANES Ltd.
KIRBYMOORSIDE., YORKS.

PIONEERS IN THE DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE OF GLIDERS AND
HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANES
Tel. z Klrbymoorslde 312.

'Grams: "Sailplanes."
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OF GLIDING

L.S.D."

By T. REX YOUNG
(Chairman; Bristol Gliding Club)

is hindering the revival and growth of our
W HAT
gliding Clubs? To this question there is only

\"'itb 2 winches and 2 aircraft in operation (1 aircraft in reserve), a total of 5,200 launches per annum
can be made. This is equivalent to 50 launches per
week per operating aircraft, calculated at the rate
of 6 launches per hour, and is submitted as being a
reasonably attainable target. The 2/- launching-fee
is intended to apply only to members under ab-initio
training, and would enable them to secure their
.. A" category for approximately £2. IOs. Od., and
" B " category for a further 10/-. Trained members
would pay 9/- per half-hour for soaring time, this
rate being calculated to maintain flying-fee revenue
at the desired minimum.
It will have been noted that 2 winches are specified
in the scale of equipment, and are kept in use
throughout. This is to ensure maximum flyingrevenue and als(i) to provide against the possible
breakdown of one unit, whereupon the second winch
is still in action and thus prevents loss ot revenue
during flying h0UFs. Revenue from flying-fees Olil
this basis is £520 per annum.
Club revenue from other sources, as is shown in
the following detailed Statement is calculated at £78,
giving a total income ot £997 per annum_

one answer-la·ck of aircraft and equipment! 'Those
who clamour tor an annual subsidy, or a premium
for every pilot-member trained from ab-initio, may
be reassured that their Club can be started, ·can
undertake ab-initio training, and can be successfully
maintained, if provided at the outset with a modest
scale of aircraft and equipment as a basis for solvent
operation.
It is 'not doubted that this assertion will evoke
lively comment trom the sceptic, but it has not been
made withot!t a careful study of present-day problems,
the results at which will now be outlined for critical
examination.
The scale of equipment suggested is 3 aircraft,
2 tow-cars, and 2 winches. At a special price of,
say, £250 per aircraft, and with tow-cars and winches
(ex-Ministry of Supply Disposal) at £50 per unit
converted, this l';ould be made avail'able for a total
cost of less than £1,000. Such equipment exists in
plenty; all that is needed is its allocation to the
clubs.
Given this scale, there is not a dormant club in
Britain which could not immediately enrol a minimum of 60 members, of whom the majority would
require ab-initio training, and the total would almost
certainly include a nucleus of qualified pilots who
would act as club instructors.
These 60 members would be sufficient to ensure
the first-year revenue of the club, and even allowing
for a 50% wastage in each subsequent year of
operati0n, a minimum of 30 new members per annum
would, it is confidently suggested, be unfailingly
available to every active club. Allowance is also
made for 20 associate (non-flying) members, which
again is a modest estimate.
On the basis now outlined, the flying facilities of
the club would be at the rate of 20 members per
aircraft. Too high a ratio? No. Average attendance on anyone date can be calculated at 50% of
membership, which means 10 members per aircraft,
and this is almost the ideal numbel- for a complete
training-team (i.e. 3 on winch, 4 on tow-car, and 3
at the launching end). For those who remain
doubtful of the ratio, it may be said that the Bristol
Club is at present providing llb-initio training on
this very basis, and is finding it quite successful in
practice.
The next and all-important consideration is that
of subscriptions and flying-fees. These must be
reasonable and within the reach of a wide range of
membelfs if the mevement is to be of full encouragement to the air-minded and of steady and healthy
grewth. It is suggested that the maximum subscri,ptionshouldlbe £5. 5s. Od., with.£1. Is. Od. entrance
fee, . and that the tlyingcharges should not exceed
2/- per launch. Annual revenue on this basis is £399.

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.
INCOME.

60 Members at

£1. Is.

Od. (Entrance Fee)

at £5. 5s. Od. (Flying Sub.)
£1. Is. Od.

20 Associate Members at

£

£

6:3

315
21

399
520

,5,200 Launches at 2/- per launch
Canteen, Social, Baf, and Sundry

78

£997
EXPENDlTURE.

Upkeep and repaif of Plant and Equipment _.
Winches, Running Costs 5,200 launches
Tow-cars, Running'Costs 5,200 launches
Cables and Accessories, etc.
Renewal of Aircraft (20% depreciation)
Administration, inclusive wsts
To Reserve Fund. Balance in hand

£

£

130
78

104
104
416
150
300

131

£997
As regards annual expenditure, ,fhe items shown
are more or less self-explanatory. They represent
strict economy, but are considered to be adequate
provided that careful attention is paid to efficient
training-methods, smooth running on the site during
flying activities, and wise control and recording of
8
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"

Club Hangar.

" P,'ij·et ., after even.ing jligh./.

" Kirby Gull:'

Aerial View.

Sunset over Ihe .i.Wynd.
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FEET IN THE MYlVlJ WAVE

L

ACK of a barograph deprived Theo Testar of
,
the honour of setting up a British altitude
I'ecord for Two-seaters at the Long Mynd on September 15th last. True, there was one in the" Petrel"
which Roger Thwaite flew alongside, but orders is
orders, and the regulations demand that the barograph be carried in the maclline, not merely a few
yards to one side of it. But, apart from the missed
record, these flights have additional interest in that
there seems little doubt that they were made in a
standing wave, and are therefore worth describing
in detail.
TestaI' took off in a " Falcon IH " on an ordinary
A.T.C. instruction flight (hence no barograph) at
11.35. There was a west wind 0f about 20 m.p.h.,
and six·tenths of good.looking cumulus at 2,400 feet
-at least, it looked good from below, but from
alongside and above it appeared flat and lifeless,
with a thickness of only 700 feet. While showing
his pupil how to circle, TestaI' reached cloud base at
the north end of the Myna at 2,400 feet above take.
off level, and then proceeded out over the valley in
order to come down. As the" Falcon" refused to
descend even when flown at high speed, T,estar
reduced speed to normal and found himseli climbing
at 5 feet per second in clear air. He wandered
around a bit, moving slightly forward, and found
the area of lift to extend from off Pole Cottage to
1Deyond Wentnor Ridge, and to measure about a
mile in a cross·wind direction. He reached maximum
height at 7,860 feet, where it felt warmer, and then,
in order to cOme down, flew down wind over Church
Stretton, where he sank at 10 feet per second, and
finally landed on the :M:ynd at 1.15 after I hour
40 minutes in the air. The whole flight had been
very smooth.
At the same time Roger Thwaite was flying in
Espin Hardwick's "Petrel." It was only his second
flight in this type. He took off at 12 noon, rOse
quickly to 800 or 900 feet in hill lift, and made for
the north end of the Mynd. Finding strong lift
there, he circled and climbed through a gap in the

clouds, going up at 5 feet per second at first and later
twice as fast, all in very smooth air. He saw TestaI'
coming up, anEt passed close to him, thus confil-ming
unofficially the altitude record;
but Thwaite
managed to get higher still and reach 8,100 feet
above take·off, incidentally qualifying for Silver
" C " height. The barograph record shows a stmight
line ascendin.g from 3,400 to 7,400 feet in only 16
min.utes. Thwaite was lip 1 hour 25 minutes,
landing at 1.25.
As the air was smooth and the cumulus clouds
refused' to grow, it is evident that this was not
convectional liit. The lateral compression of air by
the narrowing valley to the north is more effective
the more south there is in the wind; moreover, this
theory and that of a possible "evening thermal"
effect are discounted by the fact that weather reports
show the air to have been very stable at the heights
reached. Stable air is necessary for the formation
of standing waves, and the more stable the better.
The nearest radio-sonde ascents for that day were at
Liverpool, and they show the following features : 6 a.m.: stable layer from 10,700 to 13,600 feet
(above sea level).
12 noon: stable layer (isothermal at 34 deg.)
6,440 to 8,680 feet.
6 p.ll.: the stable layer had become much more
concentrated and was now an inversion, from 30 deg.
at 6,039 feet to 38 deg. at 7,050 feet.
This stable layer, which the pilots must have
climbed right through (allowing for their initial
take-off height), is seen by further examination of
the weather records to have been a frontal surface
sloping upwards from a stationary front at sea level
400 miles to the south in the Bay of Biscay. Could
the Club have been forewarned of its presence? Well,
at Valentia, directly up-wind of the site, a radiosonde went up at the preceding midnight, and there,
sure enough, was an inversion of 4 degiees, stretching
from about 8,000 to 16,000 feet. But who dares
ring up Valentia at two in the morning, let alone
plot a tephigram at that hour?
A.E.S.

Free Gliding Course

NEW BIGH PERfORMANtE SAILPLANE

THE Scottish

LTHOUGH at the time of g@ing to press we have
not had an OppoFtllnity of viewing the Short
" Nimbus," the following details are available : The wing area is 240 square ·feet.
Span, 62 feet.
-Overall length, 26 feet I(} inches.
All.up weight with tw@ up to 850 lb.
Aspect ratio 16.
Best gliding angle 1 in 25.8 at 37.6 m.p.h.
Minimum sinking speed 2 f.p.s. at 35 m.p.h.
Stalling speed 30 m.p.h.
Maximum pennissible dive speed 135 m.p.h.
Low wing mono-spar design is a new departme in
this type of aircraft and a flight in the machine is
anticipated with interest.
'We hear that the tests are satisfactory.
The speed and efficiency of two-seater training,
which has long been neglected through lack of suit·
able' machines, should be given a considerable
fillip-provided the price is right.

A

Gliding Union have offered a fFee
instructional gliding course at Balado Airfield,
Kinross, to five members of the 1192 (Kirkcaldy)
A.T.C. Squadron. The Union will bear all expenses.
Out of a complement of 40 boys, provision was only
made for five, and seven were found to be eli.gible.
One member sportingly stood down; the r.emaillling
six tossed a coin to see who should stand out.
The five boys .who will go on the course have all
obtained their " A" licences in gliding. They are
F./Sgt. George Coliins, aged 19, of Kinghorn; Sgt.
George Bolton, 18, and Cpl. David Young, 18, of
Burntisland; and Cadets Andrew Motion, 16, of
Kirkcaldy, and David Walker, 17, of Woodside.
The gliding course will. run for a year and during
that time they will be under the personal supervision
of A. ]. Thorburn.
10
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"GALLANT JOURNEY;'

SlJMMEB CAMPS
a recent Committee Meeting of the Midland
A T Gliding
Club it was decided to hold three

high-petformance instructional Camps of nine days
each during the forthcoming season. The Camps
will be open to approved " C " pilots, approved and
experienced aeroplane pilots, and to private owners
of high efficiency sailplanes. The dates selected
are ; 24th May to 1st June
2nd August to lOth August, and
13th September to 21st September
respectively, all inclusive. The inclusive fee fixed
for accommodation, food, the use of Club singleseater machines, and dual instruction where necessary, is 12 guineas, and for private owners £6 9s,.,
plus 2j6 for each launch, whether by winch or bungy.
The numbers attending each camp will be strictly
limited to fifteen, and each application win be
subject to the approval of the C.F.!. Two guineas
reservation fee should be included with the application, and this wiil be returned to the applicant if
he is refused. The Club fleet will consist of two
.. Tutors," two .. Kites," and a High-Efficiency
Two-seater.
During the past year, great difficulties have been
experienced in obtaining machines of any sort, but
owing to the popularity of the site to other Clubs
and visitors, a substantial amount of flying has been
put in, the total hourage for the past season being
well over 700 hours, and launches over 2,000. This
yielded over 1,000 miles flown cross-country, the
British height record by Philip Wills, official, of
15,300 feet, the unofficial height record by F./Lt.
Testar on .. Falcon III " with an A.T,C. instructor
under training, of 7,800 feet, together with some
thirty odd .. C" certificates, and twenty legs to
Silver "C's."
Much still remains to be done to get the Club
really going as it should be, and a determined attempt
will be made to remedy some of the deficiencies
during the coming season. To those interested in
the camps or club membership, enquiries should be
sent to the Secretary, F. C. BATTY, F.C.A" 2,
Lombard Street West, Virest Bromwich, Telephone:
West Bromwich 0588,

.British Gliding Silver
Jubilee
October of 1947, there occurs the Silver Jubilee
of Soaring Flight in Britain.
At ltford in October of 1922, the first British
Soaring meeting in Great Britain took place.
We understand that the Soaring Club of Great
BI;tain proposes to mark the occasion by holding a
Silver Jubilee meeting at Itford as near the original
date as possible.
'
Further details will be published in SAILPLANE at
a later date.

1
1

Have at'y readers tried this launcJ. ?

D

EFINITEL Y an instructive film, I learnt a lot.
For instance, I never befol'e knew how laterally
stable were the gliders of the middle 19th century;
we would certainly do well to study their methods
for our cloud flying sailplanes to.day, I never
realised either that the plastic spectacle control
column was in use at this time, or that a machine
without any controls at all could be flown so safely
just over the heads of a crowd of people,
The glider of 1883, which according to my reference
books should have been an ornithopter, seems well
constructed-none of this split bamboo nonsense.
Its performance, too, is good, definitely an improve.
ment on the" Vi'eihe " in angle of glide,
The met. conditions, in the district where the film
was shot, are also interesting; the possibilities of an
inversion, such as will clear an 8/10 cu. congestus
sky for the period of a trial hop, then depart with
Disneyan abruptness, would certainly upset soaring
in this country.
The above are a few extracts from a mine of
sentimentality, and I left the cinema certain that it
was I who had made the gallant journey, and feeling
not a little sorry for Professor J. J. Montgomery.
A.D.
II
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THE EDITOR VISITS SCHABFOL.DEJ.VDOBF

.. Now is the Will/er

0/ our

Discontent."

But in the Spri11g. . . . . . . .
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SALTZGITTEB SCHOOL IN ACTION

Left 10 Right: "Grunau Baby."" J<,all;ch," "CruJ/{u(' Baby."

Foreground: S. G. 38 being retrieved.
Background: S. G.38 on grouuds/ide.
Extreme righl: "J<ranich." and" Crl/noll."
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THREE WEEK-ENDS AT EL MIRAGE
By W. G. BRIEGLEB
vVeather Bmeau had told us that from
T HEtheV.S.middle
of September to the middle of
October we 'could expect generally poor soaring
conditiolls on the Mojave desert. On October 12th,
Harold Huber arrived with his "LK." Per.cy
\Vilson was there with his" ABC " sailplane and our
TG lA "Ross" was rarin' to go. Harold had
claimed that it took more than ordinary thermals to
fly his " LK " but by 11:00 a.m. he was managing
to hang on for quite some time. The wind shifted
to the south-east, and with it came a great number
of thermals. Before long both" LK ' " were above
3,000 feet. The writer, having to worry about
student instnlction, was only able to reach 6,800 feet
above the lake, but a total of 4-} hours of instruction
was g,iven between 10 a.m. and 4.30 p.m. Several
of the flights were ov·er the 5,000 feet mark. 'When
Harold and the other" LK " owner returned, Harold
said he had been to 8,700 feet and the other" LK "
to 7,800 feet. Most of the thermals in mid·afternoon
wete found to be strongest neaT Gray mountain, a
400 feet hill 1t m iles cl ue west of the airfield. More
about this soaring slope later.
As evening approached, Ha~old flew his" LK "
to the airport and tied down Ilext to the" Ross."
That evening we gathered around the camp fire,
roasted marshmallows and did some hangar flying.
On Sunday, the 13th, conditions were just about
the same except the wind shifted to the west and
Harold, flying his" LK," managed to do a good bit
of slope soaring on the ridge at the east end of the
dry lake. Several times, as the thermals broke over
the ridge, he was able to gain a good deal of altitude.
At one time he passed up the" BG 7," which usually
is on top of the" heap," thermal that is, as though
it weJ:1e stark standing still. Rod Rogne, flying the
" BC 7," found it difficult to get down above 3,000
feet. Sunday did not seem to be quite as good tor
altitude w0rk, however, everyone was quite satisfied
with the week·end of flying.
On October 19th, John Clarke brought his recon
ditioned " LK " to the lake. The thermal activity
was quite poor on Saturday with the best. altitude
around 3,500 feet. The writer had a chance to again
fly an " LK " alild enjoyed its ease of control, also,
the hot landings were quite different from the
"TG lA." Again, it was interesting to note that
with an east wind, the best thermals were found in
the vicinity of the airport and Gray mountain, even
though they were quite light in strength. As
evening approached, we retired to the airfield and
the party enjoyed a quiet repast in the barrack,
which by now had windows and doors installed.
The following day, Sunday, was very bad, with a
definite top to all thermals at m,300 feet.
[t is
interesting to note that the two" LK's ", when in
a thermal, could soar just as easily as the" TG lA "
ou' this particular day. It appeared as though the

thermals were of the bubble type, because on several
occasions the author would enter the thermal several
thousand feet above the" LK's " and would apparently lose the thermal. Shortly theteafter the
.. LK's" would be forced to leave the same area due
to sudden cessation of lift. This Sunday must ha.ve
been the type the weatherman predicted for this
time 01 year. It was undoubtedly the poorest
soaring day we have encountered at El Mirage.
On October 26th, Percy Wilson returned with his
" ABC" glider, as did Harold Huber with his" L.K."
We set up the" TG lA " on the airport and towed
off about 11.00 a.m., after having completed painting
the barracks. 1 encountered lift at 700 feet and
soared to the East end of the dry lake some 3i miles,
only coming down when John Olley arrived with the
tow-car. Mr. \Vilson had brought along two crew
members to whom I proceeded to give instruction.
On the first flight 1 met Percy at 3,500 feet, flying
straight ahead with about 400 feet a minute climb.
\Ve cruised down the lake together, still maintaining
this rate of climb for approximately 2 miles. My
student then turned away and we continued coordination exercises until we had passed the 5,000 feet
mark. Stall and s>pin instruction was then given,
and we landed 53 minutes after take·off. The
student only wanted 45 minutes, but we had a tough
time getting down. Anne in the meantime had
arrived with hamburgers and hot tea. The other
student was ready to take off, so with a hamburger
in one hand I climbed aboard. Between trying to
correc~ tlJe student on auto-tow and juggling the
hamburger on the instrument panel, the hamburger
lost out and ended up 011 the floor of the ship. All
through the balance of the flight I was picking up
pieces of onion, tomato, lettuce, etc., from various
parts of the ship. However, it still tasted very good,
'and I have ordered An ne to, staple the sandwiches
together the next time she brings them out. On
this flight, due to the fumbling of tJ:1e hamburger. I
lost the thermal and arrived over the landing area
with about 400 feet. Suddenly I felt a gentle surge
and then some very rapid gusts. Taking the controls
from the student, we soon found ourselves at 3,000
feet. I turned the controls back to him and before
long we were over 7,000 feet. In the meantime,
Harold Huberhad set up and seemed to miss everyone
of these excellent thermals. I imagine he was very
much put out. Finally, he caught a good one ancl I
Saw him once at about 4.000 feet. This second
student wanted an. hour's time, and after going
through stalls, spins, co-ordination, etc., we landed
with one hour and two minutes for the flight. I
then finished my lunch and John Olley took off solo,
and I couldn't believe my eyes when I saw him catch
a thermal near the ridge and begin circling until he
was a mere speck against the blue sky and suddenly
into view came the" LK." Harolel Hube'r no less.
He, too, was in the same thermal, and they both
14
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continued climbing until practically out of sight.
Roward claims that the only reason he came down
was that his passenger became a member 0f the
upheaval club, which necessitated a quick descent.
Johnny land'ed after about 45 minutes in the ail',
and was really excited since this was his best thermal
flight to date. After taking one more studen1: up,
we prepared to make our last flight to the airport.
Harold was als0 ready to flyover, so we both took
off just as the sun set. On the tow I realized the
1,500 feet a minute climb was abnormal and could
only attribute it to the fabulous evening thermal
whkh is encountered only periodically. After cutting
loose at 1,600 feet I tlew in a straight line, climbing
100 feet a minute until I had reached 2,100 feet

SCHWEIZER

and was forced to cut loose at a low altitude. Since
Rod wanted· to fly the" TG lA " we had to leave
Harold to. his own devices and Rod and I stayed
aloft for about 30 minutes. Anne arrived with lunch
and hot tea, so we called olf flying for a little whUe
until our inner man was taken care at. John and I
then took off and we noticed a sudden wind shift.
We therefore landed at the west end and this time
soared to over 5,000 feet. The cloud base was at
this altitude, and being close to the airway we tlew
away f.rom this lift area. John was practising stalls,
spins, etc., and we were about to land when we
noticed a flock of what seemed to be seagulls flying
across the airport. \'I'e chased them and d,iscovered
on closer examination that they were migrating

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.

S.G.S. 2-8 (Army T.G.-2) Sailplane in which Dick ]ohnsol1 soared 10 new American D,:sta,l1ce Record314 miles-Sept. 1946.

above the airport. As it was getting darker and cold,
I 10ve and finally landed. Shortly thereafter
Harold came in ani} told l11e that he had had exactly
the same experience. Unfortunately neither ot the
ships were equipped for night flying and both of the
pilots were too tired to fly longer.
On Sunday morning Harold towed to the dry lake.
When I took off, I again encountered lift at 800 feet.
This looked like a very good day, and I couldn:t
understand why the .. LK" was not in the air.
Upon landing we discovered that HaFold's crew had
not arrived, and since he was trying to give Irving
Prue some time, Rod Rogne went to their assistance
and towed them off. Unfortunately, Harold encountered the dawn draft preceding a strong therm.al

geese. They had begun circling and ..ve entered
a very strong t11ermal w~th them. I glanced aoove
me and, to my surprise, discovered a very large
number of geese practically covering tl1e sky on this
same thermal. Viie estimated there were several
thousand all soal-ing and in several layers about
500 feet above the other. We decided that Rod
should have a try at this sort of soaring, so went in
and landed.
After Rod's flight we flew to the airport and folded
up for the day. Again we discovered that Gray
mountain gave oH a good deal of lift, so decided to
investigate this ridge in the Rear future.
(With acknowledgment to the Southern Cahfomia
Gliding Associa.l'ion).
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WATERSPOUTS IN THE NORTH SEA
THE followin.g .extract of a Jetter fro.m the master
of the Tnnlty House vessel .. Discovery n,"
dated May 16, 1946, has been forwarded by the
Marine Branch of the :Vleteorological Office : .. When in the position of the Sunk Light Vessel
at 10.4-5 B.S.T. on May 16, 1946, three waterspouts
were observed, bearing S.E. distant. six miles in the
vicinity of the Kentish Knock. Two had disturbances underneath but none was fully formed .
.. Weather conditions: Wind S.E. force 2, Sea
calm, Baromet.er (aneroid) 3U.08 in., Temperature
51° F. Sky overcast with high stratus, but in the
direction of the spouts was dark with rain-squalls .
.. At H.I.5 B.S.T. in the storm area in position
Lat. 50° 45' N., Long. 01° 45' E. the ship passed
between five waterspouts (one coming within three
cables), fom of which were fully formed. The wind
was observed to veer to S.S.E. and then to S."" ,
increasing to force 4, barometer dropped 0.02 ,inches
and temperature two degrees. The disturbance at
.sea level was of approximately 20 to 40 feet 111

Fig. 2.

diameter, decreasing to ID feet at one-third the
height and then broadening to the cloud base. At
the cloud base there was considerable anti-clockwise
circulaT disturbance over an area approximately 300
to 500 feet in diameter. There was a strong downward movement on one side and upward movement
on the other, in the upper part of the spout as well as
the anti-clockwise gyration. Tile speed of travel was
estimated to he at a maximum of six knots .
.. Thunder was heard after passing through the
area (approximately two miles wide and ten miles
long) and the temperature rose one degree. Rain
was not experiencecl at the ship at any time."
(Sgd.) H. W. T. OWEr\.
Commanding Ojjicer.
C. E. N. FRA,'KCOM, R.N.R.
This interesting letter records a comparatively rare
phenomenon in Home ""aters. Little has been done,
however, on the frequency of waterspouts in any part
of the world. Exact frequencies of isolated phenoCOlllMEXTS BY CO;lU)R.

Fig. 1.

(Figs. I & 2) :\ Waterspout on September 29, 1942 iu the Ea$tern lIIediterraueau, off Haifa.
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mena are not obtainable by analysis of sl'lips' obserIvations, since ships are neither stationary nor distributed evenly or in large numbers in all parts ef
the world, or even in any limited region.
With this proviso, the following information is
given (from the i'vlarine Observer, 1932, pp. 153.-5,
". Waterspouts," by L. E. Fletcher : I. Lat. 40°_50° N., Long. 0°_10° E. (covering the
greater part of the 1'\orth Sea). Total of six

A N E

3. Monthly analysis of 739 waterspouts all over
the world shows a maximum frequency at
about the equinoctial months, viz. MarchApril, and October. For this purpose all
observations in the northern hemisphere and
all in the southern hemisphere wen, taken
separately.
Editoriat Note.-The attention of readers interested in this subject is drawn to the note" The

R.A.F. Photographs]
[Croml/. Copyright Rese''1Jcd
Waterspouts on October 4-, 1943 near SarJina (40 0 49' K, I JO 11' E.j,

waterspouts observed by British observing
ships during the 12 years 1920-19:n.
2. These were not analysed by months~ but a
monthly analysis of 28 waterspouts observed
in Home Waters (and including the above
six) is as follows : -

Structure of a "Vaterspout," b)1 Sir Nelson K'
Johnson, K.C.B., which appeared in the Quarterly
Journat of the Ro)!((t Afeteorotogicat Society for lIl44
(p. 127).
Figs. 1 and 2 are reproductions of the photographs
of the waterspout discussed by Sir Nelson. In the
picture showing the full length of the column the
spout is moving from !'ight to left. The other- viewa " close-up" of the base of the column-show· the
dens~ upper portion (and the dark core traversing it)
suggestive of spiral movement. At the sea sudace
an " eye" can be seen clearly in the centre of the
column. The photograph above shows waterspouts
between Sardinia and Naples on October 4, Hl43.

0
July
:3
0
August
5
~Iarch
2
September
II
April
0
October
1
November
3
May
2
I
June
0 . December
The area includes the whole British coast,
North Sea, Southern Baltic and Bay of
Biscay.
January
February

. (With ncknowtedgment to " Weather").
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FORMATION AND OPERATION OF
GLIDING CLlJB
A

F.C. No 1 ON DEC. 19TH
(Hon. Secretary British Gliding Association)

LECTURE READ BEFORE BEROTECH

actual formation of a Gliding Club is divided
T HEprimarily
into 2 different classes, and quite often

BY

ANN C.

DOUGLAS

(2) ls it intended to operate only at week-ends,
or throughout the week?
(3) Are there to be paid staff or not?
(4) What launching and inst1"Uctional methods are
to be used?
(5) What catering and residential facilities are to
be provided?
These considerations really bring us to the" How
you are going to do it" section, so l1aving decided
that (a) the locality is suitable geographically and
meteorologically, (b) the population is close, cooperative, and has plenty of cash, (c) tile transport
facilities are fast and frequent, and (d) you are reall'Y
set on starting a club, to give for example, training
to " C" standard, we can proceed to the practical
sirle of Club formation.

neither has any bearing on the other. They are : (a) What you want to do, and
(b) How you are going to do it.
To start with, then, it is necessary to consider:

The Locality, Nearness of Population, and Transport
Facilities.
If it is desired to run a full sized club, there must
exist a continuous flow of members who can get to
the site easily. In addition, the locality must be
such that it is not, for months in the year, either
under water, or in cloud.
With gliding, as it is at present operated (no
reflection Oil, the Clubs), cities such as Sheffield or
Bristol, are really needed within 20 miles to feed a
Club. If the Clubs were operated on semi-military
lines, such as A.T.C., then smaller communities
would be adequate, as attendance could be l'egulated
to operate equipment to economical capacity.
In an ordinary civil club, aircraft al-e often swamped
at week-ends Or holidays, and sit uneconomically
(but probably safelYl in the hangar for the rest of
the time.
If sufficient attendance is required to make
summer evening operation worth while, transport
facilities should be such that the total journey from
the centre of the nearest large town should not take
longer than 4() minutes, and should not inclllde more
than 1 mile of walking, preferably much less.
One often hears, " \Ve have very keen members,
they come miles and miles to fly." This is all very
well, but is not conducive to regular operation, which
is the key to gliding club economics.

The Site.
Is this to be a hill site, or a flat field? Some advantages of the former are
(a) The increased possibilities of sllstained flying,
especially in winter. This is a great benefit for
passenger and post .. C" flying.
(b) The simplicity of obtaining" C" certificates.
Some disadvantages are:
(a) The occasional prohibition of all useful flying,
i.e. training circuits and soaring, due to the turbulence
when the wind is blowing d(}wn the hill.
(b) Possibility of inhibitions or temperament
developing in the pupil pilot, due to the immovability
of the ever-present hill which often seems to bar his
way.
On the other side, advantages of the flat site are:
(a) Flights can be made in any direction round the
field irrespective of wind direction. This is of great
benefit during early training.
(b) It is often easier to get a flat field near a main
road and town than a hill site, and although it may
suit the purist to do his gliding from an isolated
crag, it certainly will not suit any clubs' finances.
I am certainly no advocate of forcing everyone
into the air regardless, but I do feel that gliding clubs
should be within readl of those who want to go and
fly at them .
. Some disadvantages of the flat slte are:
(a) No practical means of continuous flying other
than thermal soaring, and although this method has
wider possibilities than at present realised, it cannot
give the same amount of simple and pleasant flying
per year, especially during the winter months, when
hill soaring is about the only teal flying attraction,
at any rate on medium performance' machines.
These are briefly the main differences between
hill and flat sites, so if the prospective operator has
not yet been able to make up his mind, I wi'll give a
short specification for each type of site_

The Type of Club and its Facilities.
Having decided where you want to operate, the
next consideration is what sort of Club or Group
you want to have. 'vVill the locality support a full
size Club which offers full facilities, or would it be
wiser to operate as a Group, whose numbers and
experience are all a known quantity, and who will
not require the extensive ground equipment required
by a proper Club?
There is nothing, of course, to prevent a Group
developing. into a Club, b11t the ,initial financial risk
will be less, and farmers may often permit a known
gcoup of pilots to operate, whereas they would think
twice before allowing the unknown quantity of a
Clu b to settle on their property.
If there is any doubt as to the response the Club
will receive, start small. (This is loather unnecessary
advice at the present time !)
H, however, it is decided to embark on a Club,
further considerations come so rapidly to mind, that
it is difficult to know where to begin thinking.
(1) Is the Club to give elementary training only,
or to carry on to Silver " C " standard ?

Hill Sites.
The hill should have one or more ridges facing the
more frequent wind directions. There should be one
18
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face at least:} miles long with a constant direction.
Secondary slopes need not be more than lXJwls which
require flying continuous figure of S's to remain in
them, although if they are slopes which can be used
for elementary soaring so much the better for the
Club.
The height of the hill can usefully vary between
200 feet and 900 feet above the valley level. Less
than 200 feet gives a hill which is fairly ineffective
unless thel~ is. a good wind blowing straight up it.
When the hili IS over 900 feet high, the airflow sometimes behaves oddly, and lift may only be found well
out m front of the hill, which is not a good characteristic for a training site.
The contour of the hill should be as smooth as
possible, as a cliff-like face makes for turbulence.
The surface of the face may be bare, like much of the
chalk downs, or wooded like the Surrey hills, with
eq.ual ~nefit. But it is not desirable to have anythmg Il1 between, such as is possessed by Inkpen
~eacon. This boasts telegraph wires and poles,
sll1gle trees, radar masts, and not least-a gibbet.
Such things have a sinister attraction for the beginner.
An important consideration with regard to hill
~ites is the location of the landing ground; whether
It should be at the top or bottom of the hill.
Some advantages of the top field are:
(a) Less interference with flying when the wind is
blowing down the hill.
. (b) Normally few sUITounding obstructions, and no
unmovable hill to be avoided on circuits.
Some disadvantages are:
(a) The probability of a lengthy or tediolls retrieve
when the glider fails to soar, and sinks to the bottom.
. (b) The increased exposure to the weather, and with
It the greater risk of glidel-s being blown over.
The advantages of the bottom field are, of course,
the opposite of the ones just mentioned, with the
addition that if the bottom field is very sheltered it
is often unnecessary to move the winch except for
extreme changes in wind direction.
'Whether the landing ground is at the top or
bottom of the hill, it should be large enongh to give
an effective winch launch in more than two directions. The minimum length being 600 yards.

The' Flat Site.
This is to be a landing and launching gl'ound only,
without the benefits of a hill, and so it should be as
good as possible. Although for winching the surface
need . not be smooth, for auto- and aero-towing it
must he, and anyway the life of retrieving cars must
be spun out as long as possible.
It is almost essential that winch and auto-towed
launches should reach 1,000 feet from a flat site,
and therefore a ground run of at least 3,000 feet in
two or more directions will be required. This means
a really big field, and one that is probably not to be
found in the vicinity of a large town.
Ex-RA.F. aerodromes make excellent flat sites.
The runways are good for auto- and aero-towing,
except that cable wear is inclined to be high. There
is grass available for landing on, ,\yith the additional
benefit that it is usually cut up by tracks and run19
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ways into ready-made "force landing" areas for
practice. On war-time aerodromes, the little ·huts
and hangars scattered round the perimeter are a
distinct advantage in temperamental weathe...

Aircraft.
\Ve have assumed that the Club is to begin operating by training to the" C " stage, with, if possible,
a sailplane to keep the post" C .. pilots and instructors
happy.
At once the question. of trainer types arises. Is
training to be given solo or dual, or is a combination
of the two to be used. Pure solo training is definitely
cheaper in initial outlay, but is more expensive in
maintenance and repair. It is not fair to compare
A.T.C. and Club operation using this method of
training, as the two organisations and their objects
are so entirely different.
The A.T.C. has pupils of like age and inclination
under discipline, and does not take them beyond a
stage of training where the pupil is far outside the
instructor's direct control.
The Clubs, on the other hand,. have to take on the
most unpromising and undisciplined people, by
virtue of their being an open elu b, and make the best
of what they get. Training b, of course, continued
well beyond the A.T.e. stage to where the pupil
becomes an independent pilot.
Pure dual training is I'eally only practicable at a
large Club, as in first cost machines are very expensive. At least two competent pilot instructors
are required, so that waiting time on the ground f.or
pupils is reduced. But perhaps the biggest problem
is that of early solo flights. In theory these should
be made in the training two-seater, which is one of
the Club's most valllable assets, and anyway probably
cannot be spared from instructional work.
Possibly a good method of training from a longterm economical viewpoint is to give the pupil
considerable air time in an efficient two-seater.
Perhaps, I should say here, that I consider low
performance two-seaters a waste of time and money.
You have got to have a competent pilot or instructor
flying the thing anyway, so why not have a machine
that his capabilities will make full use of, and which
will give the highest ratio of flying time to launches.
About two or three hours' air time is possibly about
right, depending on what it consists of, and how it
,is spent. The pupil should then be transferred to a
secondary sailplane of preferably" G.B. H" type,
although the " Cadet" and " Tutor" can be used
satisfactorily, and put on to low hops, high hops,
and then circuits being given as many as seem
necessary. The pupil should definitely learn to fly
and land on the solo machine; the two-seater air
time being most valuable for gi.ving the pupil air
sense, practice in co-ordinating controls and speeds,
and general experience. In this way crashery should
be kept to a very low figure.
As, at present, there are no two-seaters available,
I will try to deal a little more fully with the solo
training aspect. As you know, the general system
of training llsing this method is to project the pupil
thnmgh a series of ground slides, airborne slides,
low hops, high hops, circuits and etc., until he can f.ly.
(To be contimleli)
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BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION LTD.
Stat"tQry Genera' Meeting
·THE fi~st. Annual General Mee~in~ ()£ ~he ..re·
constituted B.G.A., now a Limited Liability
Company, was held on January 24th, 1947, at 4.0
p.m. in the late Dining Room of Londonderry
House, Park Lane, London, now the Headquarters
of the Aviati00 activities of the Royal Aero Club.
Shrouded in their overcoats the Club Delegates
shivere<1 in the newly created conference room,
unheated in spite of the bitter cold-a reminder of
the grim times in which we live in 1947.
There was an attendance of abont 40 people, in·
cluding Club delegates from member clubs, associate
clubs, some ex·officio members and the Press.
After the formal business of apologies (there were
none although several clubs were not representedl
and the Minutes of the General Meeting held on
October 4th last, Dudley Hiscox vacated the Chair
only to resume it a few minutes later as the unani·
mous choice of Chairman for the enSl ing year.
Ashwell Cooke was similarly elected Treasurer,
and Ann Douglas, Hon. Asst. Secretary. The Council
were next elected and it so happened that the number
of Clubs who had put forward nominations (12)
was equal to the total number that might be elected,
so the nominations were accepted "nem con"
without further election.
The cash statement was then explained. It showed
that a sum of £363 had been tmnsferred to the new
account of the B.G.A. Ltd., which at ]anual'y 14th
showed a credit balance of £478.
The budget for the forth coming year was then
c0nsidered. It reflects the decision of the RG.A.
to run its own affairs as apart from the Royal Aero
Club, from whom it will take over the issue of Gliding
Certificates with effect from February 1st. Based
on the 1946 figures it appears that the RG.A. Ltd.
'wiII be able to afford its own paid secretary and
clerks.
£ s. d.

Estimated Expenditure.

Rent, Lighting, Heating, Royal Aero
Club
Share Royal Aero Accountant
Salary and allowances of Secretary ..
Salary Clerks (2)
..
..
Printing, Stationery, Badges, Postage,
Legal charges, Telephone, etc.

250
2/5
600
360

0
0
0
0

35G

0

£1,5.75

0

Estimated Revenue.

°°
°
°
°
0

(Based on 1946 figures).
Royal Aero Club Certificates
B.G.A. Badges
Logbooks
Publications
Club Subscriptions

£
600
250
150
50
400
£1,45Q

s. d.
0 0

0 0
0

0

°
0

4}

0

0

0

The new departure clearly called for a word of
appreciation of what the Royal Aero Club has done
for Gliding and this was proposed by the Treasurer,
Ashwell Cooke,. suppor,ted by Ann Douglas. Col.
" Mossy" Preston, Secretary General of the Royal
Aere Club replied that It had been a pleasure to
assist the RG.A. even though it had cost the Club a
lot of money. He was glad that at last the B.G.A.
had the opportunity of becoming independent like
the Association of Light Aero Clubs.
The question of membership fees was discussed
and it was decided to lea.ve them as they were last
year. Messrs. Smart, Son, and Bloor were appointed
Hon. Auditors for the current year.
The next item was the question of the 1948 Competitions. Col. Preston who had just returned from
an F.A.I. Meeting in Paris, said that he had said
there that Great Britain was still wil1in,g to run the
International Competitions to run concurrently with
the Olympic Games-although there were to be no
Gliding Olympic Games-but he had had to ask
for 3 months grace in which to find out whether it
was possible to raise the £10,000 necessary.
He
felt he could report however that if the Council
of the B.G.A. did not want to take on this venture,
or decided against it,. the chances were that
Switzerland would take it on.
S./L. E. H. Spence said that the £10,000 included
the cost of development of special aircraft which
could be sold later. Some of the money might also
be recovered by way of fees to the public for admission
to the events and entrance fees of valiou~ sorts.
Dudley Hiscox said that five machines would be
required, and these, said Ann Douglas, would cost
a lot of money. Col. Preston asked if any regulation
type had been laid down, to which S./L. Spence said
that the Competition is to be Open, with no limits,
as yet, as to style of machine. Bemard Thomas,
of the Derby and Lancs. asked what would be re·
quired of the Clubs. He thought that the Clubs
could themselves find good use for DO,OOO. It was
deddedto leave it to the Flying Committee. J. C.
Rice, of Leicester, riased the question of what. sort
of site would be used-hill soaring or flat for thermal
soaring. The Chairman said he had no bias but the
matter was not pursued. (It rose again in a later item).
It was reported that in connection with the proposed Czech visit, the Czech guests wished to bring
their own machines, and might even aero-tow them
here.
Bemard Thomas, on beha'lf of the Derby
and Lancs. Club was authorised to state that his
Club would be at the disposal of the Czech visitors,
whilst ]. C. Rice offered on behalf of the Leicester
Club, to entertain them for a short visit.
The
SecretaTy suggested that the visitors might be
invited to enter for the National Contests and then
go on for the Derby Aero Club week·end. Major
Purvyse said the Army could entertain any members
of the visiting team who might be serving in the
Czech Forces. The matter was left to the Council
to arrange.
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The next item was the state oJ the Clubs in regard
to aircraft which was reported as follows : On order or
could
Jan., 19!6
Now
operate
" Primar,ies" ..
21
12
59
18
I).
44
" Secondaries"
10
12
22
" Medium"
" High Performance" 4
6
51)
" Two-seaters"
3
6
22
In other words the clubs could operate fou·r times the
number of machines they have at present. There
alfe 30 private owners.
There had been at least 10,000 launches, 1,600
hours flying, including 700 by the Cambridge Club,
but not including any figures from Germany. There
are l,lOO flying members but it was estimated that
there is a potential membership of 3,000.
On the question of production, Mr. F. N. Slingsby
said that Messrs. l"Iartin Hearnes had some 15
machines available for sale. He also stated, to the
great delight of aIr present, that, as in previQus
years, Major Shaw was prepared to develop p. high
performance machine and to offer four of them to
the RG.A. for the free use of their team ,in the
International Competitions if the B.G.A. wanted
them. He was willing to do this again in order to
doo all he could to help maintain National Prestige.
They were also develGping a new .. two-seater,"
like the one ordered for the A.T.C., which would be
available this year.
Dudley Hiscox said that in considering the date
and place of the National Contest, 1947-which
was recommended for the 21st-29th june-regard
had been given to the fact that those were the
longest days of the year, with most hours of daylight
for €ross·country retrieving. There was a suggestion
that the Admiralty might be approached to offer
facilities for these Competitions.
C01. Preston said that the proposed date might
clash with that of a National Air Rally. The Treasur,er
said that there might be some suggestions from
Clubs, whereupon the Derby and Lancs. Club, the
only Club who had communicated with the Secretary
on the subject, said they might be prepared to offer
facilities for the Meeting. C. Wingfield of the Midland
Club thereupon raised tWG points.
One was the
question of hill soaring or flat site again, and the
other was whether the Meeting should be Hm by a
Club, the Club bearing any loss and taking any
flroiit, or by the B.G.A.
The Treasurer thereupon said that as the budget
of the B.G.A. had been passed' he suggested that
it be left to a Club. Col. Preston stated that it was
an interesting point. As it might be proposed to
raise the money from National Newspapers, such
money would only be given to the B.G.A. The
question of the site should be carefully considered
from the point of view of the public. A flat site had
the disadvantage that if thermals were contacted,
in the words of PlUlip Wills, " the contestants disappeared into the sky and the public might want
their money back." J. C. Rice said that if a flat site
was chosen, he thought Ratcliffe Aerodrome might
be secuf(~d. F. N. Slingsby said that his experience
(Continued on page 30)

SECURITY
Can be assured against every
climatic change, very simply,
by wearing

THE BURBERRY
PROOF WITHOUT HEATWARM WITHOUT WEIGHT
A security most healthful and
comforting. A giltedge security
and unsurpassed for long service.

BURBERRYS
HAYMARKET, LONDON, S.WJ
Telephone: WHItehall 3343

Agents in all principal towns
BURBERR vs
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AUSTRALIAN GLIDING

l.

2.
3.
4.

"Kite"
"Kite"
"Kile,"
"Kile,"

skid and controls.
tail skid and boom.
H. Ryan left.
designed and built by 1\1/. Warner.

5.
6.
7.
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Sieve Newbegin and Assislant repairing minor
damu:lge /0 " Gull."
Nacelled Primary 2-S8a/er.
]. Watt-Sydney Technical Club (left).
G. Clark-Hand on Centre Section.
Water Glider (amphibian).
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VICTORIA GLIDING CLUB
A party left Adelaide, Monday, 14th October,
and arrived at Fremantle, '~'estern Australia, 011
Friday, 18th October, at 8 p.m. They were met by
members of the Perth Gliding Club and arrangements
were made for screening of Gliding Film, " Flight
without Power-the Art in Australia," on Saturday
morning at the Shell Theatrette, Perth. Motorcycles were unshipped on Saturday, and on Sunday.
a Gliding Meeting at the Caversham Airstrip was
attended. \iVarren Major's "Grunau Baby Il"
sailplane was flown by himself. Ric New and R.
Duckworth in Force 3 wind. Primary glider training
was also carried out on VIe edge of the main strip.
The Caversham Airstrip is located in scrub country
approximately 18 miles north-east of PeJ;th. It has
wide bitumen runways (with rough grass edges) in
several directions and is ideal for car· towed launching.
R. Duckworth made a short colour film of the
activities.
On the Sunday evening a Club social
evening was held at Mrs. New's residence at North
Perth and the Gliding Film was re-screened.
The party left Perth at 3 p.m. on Monday, 21st
October, 1946, by solo motor-cycles, L. Milesi riding
pillion with R. Duckworth on the latter's 500 cc.
Velocette and]. Kelleher on his 500 cc. S.V. B.S.A.
After spending two days in Kalgoorlie they then
proceeded VJ'a Norseman and Eucla across the dry
scrub and plain country (700 miles odd without any
watercourses) arriving at Port Lincoln, South
Australia, on Monday evening, 28th October, at
6 p.m. The party and motor-cycles were embarked
on the lVI.V. Minnipa for Adelaide on ''''ednesday
evening, 30th October, and on the next day at 1 p.m.
reached Waikerie and met members of the Waikerie
Gliding Club.
Tew winch was seen in operation,
and ]. Kelleher had a passenger flight with Jock
Barratt in the " Pelican" 2·seater in the evening.
On the next day George Donaldson of the Renmark
Gliding Club was visited, the party proceeding via
Renmark and Mildura to Swan Hill (VictOl'ia),
arriving at 7 p.m. on 1st November. Melbourne was
reached on 3rd November, 1946, after travelling
2,352 miles by motor.cycle and seeing an enormous
amount of Australia and going through some interest·
ing experiences.
Blue" Gnmau" Syndicate.-This Syndicate, comprising N. Hyde, R. Dowling, L. Dowling, R. Duck·
worth, and E. Desmond was formed on 16th December, 1946, to acquire the Blue "Grunall Baby II ..
sailplane.
The Syndicate has built an open trailer to transport
the machine. The trailer is to be converted to a
closed type as soon as materials are available, The
Blue "Grunau" has been fitted with the latest
Cobb-Slater Variometer.

This Trailer is designed
and built by practical enthusiasts-arising out of
years of experience in the
use of Sailplanes in the
hills and over the moorlands of the north. Of
light weight, it will hangar
your Sailplane against
wind and weather-it will
follow you faithfully and
deliver your machine fit
[0 fly wherever you will.

FEATURES
All-steel welded chassis
Tubular
steel axle
Wide track
Long
s.pr,lngs
Maximum spring bas·e
Easy ride
Automatic Braking
Light composite superstructu re

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

TYPE DE LUXE FOR KITE 11 AND OLYMPIA
L - -_ _

£250

(finiJhed poliJhed aluminium)
List of other model trailers and trailer chassis
on application to the lIlanufacturers :

BEAUFORT GLIDING CLUB (MELBOURNE)

KENNING AVIATION Ltd.

The first test flights of the two-seater glider built
by the Club took place on Sunday afternoon, 8th
December, 1946. The first flight was made at 4 p.m.,
piloted by H. G. Richardson and with John Wallis
as passenger.

Derby Ai,rport. BtJRNASTON
T.r.ph.... :
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
From a precarious start with one
scrounged "Tutor" at the beginning of 1946, the Club has
finished the year with a fleet of
seven aircraft and a full-time professional Instructor. The fleet now
consists of three "Tutors" (two
new and one old model), two
"Cadets," a Slingsby two-seater,
and the" Gull" formerly owned by
Hiscox.
Our professional Instructor, R. C.
Reid, was appointed on August 21,
shortly after he had, as a new
member, put in an immense amount
of volunteer work on the August
Camp at Eaton Bray. However,
though new to the Club, he is not
new to gliding, having had long
experience in South Africa as an
A.T.C. instructor, and obtained two
legs of the Silver "c" in that
country. His handling of the twoseater on instruction flights is a
delight to watch; and he has
quickly established authority over
the Old Lags, who may not now
hazard the club aircraft with
impunity.
Our last consignment of news
went no further than the middle of
August, and it still remains to
record that, during that month,
Huxley did a 5 hours' flight in
•• Cadet," and Benson 5 hours
W mins. in the " Scud II " which
he now owns; this is the original
' I Scud" in which Mungo
Buxton
set up a British height reoord in
Hl34 and Philip Wills and the late
Peter Davis did some notable
flights. The last Sunday in August
-was a particularly busy day; the
new " Tutor" was tried out, and
the "Minimoa" was aero-towed
over at a great height and sank
slowly to earth, disclosing Sanderson, one of its new owners. He
shares it with Latto, Laurence
Wright and Dr. Edmunds. Prince
Bira, in his "Weihe," recently
acquired from Switzerland, found
lift over the front of a cloud
shadow, and later soared when the
wind freshened.
On Sunday, September 1, as also
on the day before, six machines
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operated; two club" Tutors" and
the privately-owned "vVeihe,"
"Blue Gull," "Minimoa" and
"Olympia." There were cumulonimbus about and a soaring wind
which gradually backed; in spite
of the convection clouds, however,
Hiscox could find no thermals.
At about 3.30, Bira climbed to
1,000 feet and flew out towards a
thunderstorm in heavy ra.in, but
without result. The preceding lull
had brought everyone else down.
Reid, our Instructor, slope-soared
for 51 hours on September 9th;
having no watch, he had to rely
on signals from the German
" prisoners" to know when to
come down.

I

. "Falcon" ooer Duns/able Ridge.
Winds and weather were mostly
poor in October.
Visitors by
aeroplane on the 13th were Bira
in his blue" Auster " and Wills in
another" Auster." vViIls brought
" Bonzo " Heath, who hasn't seen
the Club since he went out to
Egypt in 1937; since then he has
got around a bit, and recently tried
to start a gliding club at Graz in
Austria, but the idea was suppressed
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for political reasons as, he was told,
it would make the Austrians war~inded! While on the subject of
VISItOrs, two weeks earlier we had
]ohnny Ward and Stan Haynes,
formerly of Salzgitter, ]. A.
Simpson of Canada, and Major
Petre, our one-time Chairman
who was running an A.T.C. camp
at Eaton Bray.
Although the
26th was the only good soaring
day, our activities in October
included 225 laUllches, with six
" A " and six" B" certificates.
In the first half of November
flying \vas restricted by bad
weather, but the clubhouse remained well filled at week-ends.
Mid-week flying, now made possible
by the presence of a full-time
Instructor, Was enjoyed to the full
on Tuesday, November 28th, when
Laurence Wright and Marsh (who
is on leave from the Navy) turned
up to try for Silver" C" duration.
Wright was launched in "Minimoa"
at 11 a.m., and remained airborne
till 4-.20, while Marsh soared the·
" Tutor" from 11.20 till 4.25.
Other members turned up during
the day and there were six machines.
soaring, usually four at a time.
What with Greig in " Blue Gull,"
Reid in the Two-seater, the Club.
" Gull" and "Tutor," and three
Cambridge Club pilots with their
" Tutor," which they are keeping.
here, 19 flying hours were put in.
The Club "Gull," acquired from
Hiscox, was flown for the first
time as a club machine by Ellis.
Pilots wishing to be promoted on.
to it must be vetted by Reid in the·
Two-seater first. Met. conditions.
were interesting:
there were
scrappy thermals causing rough.
air to 600 feet only; at 700 feet
it was quite smooth.
Later the·
wind ba.cked from W.S.W. to S.W.~
and after I p.m. it was smooth at
all heights
Activity during the first part of
December was much restricted by
bad weather, and in spite of
members' enthusiasm little flying.
could be done.
On Sunday, December 1st, 18.
hours' flying was put in. Next
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day, Monday, ""heatcroft and
MIDLAND ,GLIDING CLUB
were made, aggregating approxiMoore were launched on Silver THE general Club reaction to mately 1,000 miles, and it -was at
" ~" duratiol~ attempts;
but I _
the past year has been in this camp when PhiIip Wills bwke
OWIng to the lIltense eold Moore, Mr, Churchill's famous words, "Give his own (British) record with
in the" Cadet," was obliged to us the tools and we will deliver the 15,300 feet!
Also at this camp
land after 2} hours, and Wheatc~oft goods,'" but alas, the former have 14 Silver "C" duration flights
came down aftel' 3 hours 20 mms. not been forthcoming.
Overhead were recorded, and the level of
Reme~ber your hat water botUes expenses have
been high and enjoyment of the whole effOrt
next hme !
ordinary flying income low, owing was universally voted as high. H
Chr,istmas week had been ad- to the fact that the Club has been eVidence wel'e needed, the advanvertisecl as a week's gliding camp, loperating with one sailplane only, tage of ~aving_ board and lodgin~s
and although the first few days a German" \lIIoUf," bought at the'on the site was clearly proved In
were no ,good, on the 27th there was end of 1945,
the ~u.mber of hours flown. Good
a good deal of flying.
Saturday,
It soon become apparent that conditions were put to full use <3:nd
Dec.
28th
was it rnerfect soaring WI'th ou t tlle assls
. 't ance '
fpnva
' 'te no
was dwasted
on
,
0
b ' khme'd'
f
ds travelhng
day, wit~ a west wind and plenty owners who were wise enough to ae waI s an
orwar .
of sunshIne, and mernbe.rs turned keep their machines, the season
The A',T.C. Instr~ctors under
up 111 .force:
At one ~Ime there would be a major flop. It was then turho.n did. well WIth the two
were SIX saIlplanes soanng on the that Charles Wingfield stepped into machines which they had up there',
hill together-the" Minimoa," the the breach and kindly offered the Twenty-one" C" certificates were
blue" Gull," the" Buzzard," the use of his" Kite" to competent gained and about 71 hours' flying
Club" GolI," the two-seater and a Club pilots on the basis that such put in in the aggregate.
"Cadet." Carter -passed his" C" flights should be charged at club
The last camp of the year was
te~t on the" Cadet," but Clea~er rates and paid to the Club.
This the Holiday Club eamp, ~lnd over
failed after four attempts. ~Iymg magnanimous Kesture helped, to 120 hours' flying were done.
It
nours for the day totalled thirteen, keep together the small band of was at the last week·end, of this
On Sunday, Dec. 2@th, about keen members who had put in so camp that F./Lt, H. T, Testar
twenty members arrived by 10 a.m. much work to get the .' Mynd
unofficially broke the British twoto find the Downs wrapped in a going again; 'later on this was seater record "Falcon Ill" with
thick blanket of fo".
Their en- I~elped and augmented by the 7,800 feet during an instmctional
thusiasm was unda~ped, however, addition . of a private ': Petrel," flight with
A.T.~" Instructor
and under Greig's expert eye (Mr. aga111 winch expenenced ptlots were Dennett under tramll1g.
They
Reid, the Chief Instructor, being allowed to fly on the same arrange- went out over the valley prior to
on holiday) repeated bungy launches ments.
coming ,in when they apparently
were given to eight beginners (Ross,
As regards new members, these pick.ed up a standing wave which
Cleaver, C. and H, Hurry, F. unfortunate people have had a carned them up at three to five
Early on in the year, f~et a sec.0nd to the above.-menCooper, Dunkerley, Parker and thin time.
,)
h d'd' I - h
d when the A.T.C, had had its fill of troned heIght,
At the lllghest
S p e nee,
w 0
I
ow, ops an
....
. t th
b
. -d R
Th't
'
cl I'd
T
1I f
f'
two·seater mstructron our instruc· pom
ey 0 serveoger
wale
groun s I es. , ~n a.' .
0rty· lye tors were a b
'
,
th
"P
t
I"
le to pass several out rn
e
e re
a b ou t 2-00 f ee t
launches were completed WIthout as sate for sol0, but when the higher, and both machines were
mishap, although none of the A,T.e. finished their slimmer 3,000 feet above the cloud tops and
landings were visble through the courses and the two-seater machine had come up in the clear sky
mist, and the bungy crew them- was withdrawn, no further new through a hole. 'The most meriselves could be seen from the people could receive tuition or be I torious flight by a Club member
launching. point
only
as
dim passed out.
It must, be squarely was~harles \OVingfield:s, flight to
ghostly shapes in the greyness. faced ,that on a SIte hk~ the Redhlll, wh~n he VISited Ann
The last launch of all was to have Mynd it IS both uneconomIC and Douglas by aIr.
been a particularly strong one but unsafe to attempt to cater for new,
The total time flown during the
when the greatest strain was' 'ust inexperienced blo?d wit.h?ut the year was something ~ver 700
•
J
safeguard of soarll1g tUItIon and hours-the exact f'lgure IS not to
bemg taken, the rope bro~e, and passing out on a two-seater.
hand at the moment-but unthe
blmgy crew fell .
on their
faces
G enera 1/'Jy, .h owever, an d'm
th fortunately
the,
Club lost '
its,onI"
.
.
e
' J
m the mud, to the mtense delight aggregate, the quantity and quality machine, ~he " Wolff..... in Se~tem.
of those watcl~lIIg, On the whole, of flying done at the Mynd has been ber~ and IS now aW<3:ltrn¥, deilverr.
a very good time was had by all, satisfactory insomuch as we have of ItS first Taper \"lllg
Kadet
and the beginners were extremely been favoured by visits of various trom Messrs. Martin Ream.
It
grateful for the hard work put in Ciubs and private owners.
The also has two " ~ite B's " ~n order,
by the others.
outstanding camp of the season and two madunes are berng p.roh'
11
1!.
h
I'd'
the Cambridge camp which rluced pnvately for the conlIng
.
II n WIS mg a tne ot er g 1 1I1g was
h
'b
f II
d 'I
h season
I b
h
d fl' ht N
as
een u y reporte
n t e
.
c u _s a appy an
Ig y
e~ SAILPLANE, when 315 hours' flying
On the whole, however, the Club
Year, may we hop~ that thelf was done by the Cambridge team, feels that it has had a very hard
thermals be always m the nght private owners, and our own deal from the authorities, in that
place, and adequate without being I members who were up there assist- It has been left to struggle with0ut
uncomfortable.
'ing. Nineteen cross-country nights assistance of allY sort in replacing

"I
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its commandeered fleet.
Also.
the terms upon which the unwanted
R.A.F. equipment has been offered
have been too high to be of any
assistance to an organisation
running on such economical lines
as it is essential fOI' us to run.
The one -exception has been parachutes.
As regards the coming season,
everything depends on our ability
to obtain machines to fly.
All
the enthusiasm and all the organi'sation is valueless without machines,
in -fact it would appear that for
the past year we have been overorganised and under-developed,
chiefly through the uncomprising
and unhelpful attitude of the
authorities to the organisations
catering for gliding and soaring
flight.
We feel that once they
realise the importance of access to
the air for the ordinary man, this
will be remedied, but it is a long
and depressing wait.
L.E.H.
(Pictures on page 9)

84 GROUP GLIDING CLUB.
The last gliding course of the
season finished at the school in
the last week of October, and flying
has taken place since then only
when the South West hill wind has
been blowing.
Because of the
'unserviceability of the field due to
rain. there has been no elementary
instruction, and flying consisted of
winching from the top of the hill
and landing back on the hill again
at the completio~ of the flight.

I

" Weille" being winched o{{.

We had eight good flying days in
November with a total of 87 hours,
57 minutes and 154 launches. On
the third of the month W./Cmdr.
,Paddy Kearon, O.B_E., in a
.. Weihe," and Captain Teddy
Thompson in the .. Mu 13 A,"
'completed the duration leg of the

SAILPLANE

Silver" C" with flight of 5 hours, are advising members of our model
57 minntes and 6 hours, 59 section to join it. Knaresbowugh
minutes, respectively. This flight reciprocating by sending us gliding
by Thompson raised the local and flying members.
R.A.F. solo record from 6 hours,
It has been decided for the
37 minutes.
Ten days later
Forbes. whQ held the pl-evious present . to concentrate on the
record, flew the .. Minimoa" for overhaul of the old S.T.G. and
9 hours, 50 minutes to regain this completion of the new one, so that
record, flying about 3 homs in we can start the season with two
darkness. and landing on a Hare- machines in good condition. [n
path.
On the same day F./O. order to ensure this the Club will
Tony Mattock made a flight of be open every Tuesday, \Vednes5 hours, 50 minutes in the .. Mu day, Friday and Saturday evening.
also on wet Saturday afternoons,
13 A."
50 that members ca.n help with
Standing waves have occurred constructional work.
with some frequency during the
Three new members were elected
month. but only under certain at the last Committee meeting. and
meteorological conditions which enquiries were received from wo
have been noted.
F.fLt. Winter, lTIOre.
D.F.C., when attempting Silver
" C" dmation in the" Mu 13 A,"
Members who paid subscriptions
reached a height of 1.300 metre~ for 1946, when very little expense
in a standing wave, but unfor. was incurred, are to be Cl'edited
tunately he did not carry a sealed with them for 1947.
barograph.
W./O. Trybulec, in a
The basic subscription for the
.. Weihe." reached the same height Club is 10/- per annum, and that
without a barograph. and was still will cover the initial gliding subI climbing steadily.
He decided to scription for members who do a
land at once and install a barograph. reasonable amount of construcbut on the second attempt the wave tional work. In addition there is a
had disappeared. Mattock, being charge of 3d. per launch, but for
warned by the mistakes of others, 'non-workers a higher gliding ~ub·
installed a barograph in his Silver scription and lauTlching charge is
" C" duration flight, but instead made.
of " bungying " off the hill he was
Former members who have prewinched off, and although he viously been elected and have paid
reached 1,250 metres his height a subscription may rejoin the Club
above release was only 950 metres. without election by sending their
When this School was in German basic subscription of 10/- to the
hands, there were 3 Gold "c" Hon. Treasurer. G. Smith, Esq.,
heights made in this standing wave, 3, Otley Road, Harrogate.
but on e~ch occasion it petered out,
The Club welcomes new membetween .3,500 and 4,000 metres. 'bers, par t'lCU Iar Iy th e suppor t 0 f
gliding and low-powered flying
THE AIRCRAFT CLUB
enthusiasts from all parts of the
country at the basic subscription
There is every indication that of 10/- per annum; these should
next year will be a.n important one write to the Hon. Secretary for an
tor gliding and Iow'powered flying. application for membership form.
Numerous gliders and low-powered
Old members are asked to introaircraft are being constructed by
individuals and clubs in all parts duce new ones who are keel: on
the sport.
of the country.
The Harrogate and District
The Annual General Meeting
Branch of the Air League has just was held ill the Club Room at
been formed and the Club is repre- Starbeck on January 18th.
sented in it.
YORKSHIRE GLIDING
The Aircraft Club has been coCLUB
operating with the Airebo<ough
Flying Club, and a little gliding has
Flying Activity.-Except for the
been done in the Otley Chevin soaring on the 1st December, which
district where we have had joint was reported in our notes for last
use of an Army hut.
month, there has been no other
The Knaresborough Mod!'1 Club flying during the month except on
has recently been formed, and we the 28th and 29th-there wa:, an
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hour or so 111 rongh north-west
wind on the 28th, and about 8
practice launches on the 29th, but
nO soaring. A fittingly flat end to
a very flat year on the weather side,
especially the last four months. A
short analysis of flying this year
(H)4&) is gIVen below; it excludes
all A.T.e. flying and there was no
primary training due to shortage
of aircraft and for economic
reasons; for instance, if our only
.. Cadet" had been damaged on
primary work, then there \vould
have been nothing for .. B" and
.. C" pilots in the training stages
to fly, and rightly enough, they
would have objected.
Primary
training, if everyone is to have a
sqtlare deal, just cannot be done
without some subsidy.

SAILPLANE

tents, and for the more luxurioUS y
inclined, we will give any assistance
we can with local hotel bookings.
This camp will of course be open to
J?ower pilots provided that they are
not below power "A" license
standard. The Hon. Secretary will
welcome enquiries about this matter.
The last notes on the first postwar year should not close without
reference to our relations with
No. 28 G.S., A.T.C. The arrangement has worked very well and
there have been advantages on
both sides; a soaring school for
A.T.e. instructors was of course
a new thing, and under the
control of S.jLch-. C. D. Hartness, long experienced in A.T.e.
methods and hirose,lt an old Y.G.e.

this countTy too? . . . and Jet
Germans fly 'em over 011 tow, jllSt
to
discourage
any
misplaced
patriotism with a hack.saw before
they leave I
G.A.H.

LEICESTERSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB

\Vith the close of the flying
season we are now in a posibiol'l to
review past progress and future
prospects.
The Club has now been in
'existence for two years. Since the
ban was in force during the :lirst
year's existence, Club activities
were of a static nature, but we wel·e·
busy working on aircraft, the winch
and organizing social events and
lectures.
Launches. I Hours. I Days Fit.
Club A/C. Private A/C.
\'1'hen the great day arrived we
.
had the "Dixon 11" and the
nil
6
2
2
JANUARY
00.511
·.
" Grul1au" ready for flying while
FEBRUARY
nil
7
I
2
00.39
·,
the winch was in good Tilechanical
MARCH
2
I
31
00.30
3
·.
By kind permission of
Ol-der.
APRIL
76
19.07
6
2
2
..
-.
Messrs. Anster Aircraft Ltd. we
MAY
2
I
:J
1
00.06
·.
·.
I
..
91
34.54
9
3
JUNE
were able to use Rearsby Aero·.
1
IHl
51.50
10
3
JULY
·.
drome. Due to the inflated second·.
AUGUST ·.
91
32.54
4
10
I
·.
hand car prices one of our greatest
SEPTEMBER
..
05.20
4
1
55
4
difficulties was the acquisition of a
OCTOBER
nil
1
4.
·.
suitable retriever.
In the early
nil
NOVEMBER
1
..
4
I
days retrieving ranged from stooge
1
DECEMBER (to 24) .
12
04.25
1
4
power to a 4t litre Rolls.
We
finally managed to obtain a 21 h.p.
TOTALS ·.
46
150.35
·. 481
Chrysler, which has given good
service for the greater part of the
It should be noted that "Club instructor (who has had the assist- season.
Alc " includes two private machines ance and co-operation of Club
The majority of our members·
made available to certain ,categories instnlctors wise in the ways of were ab-initios, so the" Dixon II "
of members.
Sutton Bank and its oddities), very was fully occupied at week-ends
Whilst no claim is made that the good results have been obtained, and for two evenings per week
foregoing is an outstanding per- and 25 or more A.T.C. school C/O's during the summer.
To date we
fOrlnance, it is considerably more and their staffs have passed" C" have obtained 17 .. A" 10 " B "
than any of us would have forecast certificate tests, and p,racticed and 1 .. C" certificates, nothing
when we surveyed the wreckage of soaring. Their experience will be spectacular, but we are a new Club
our Club at the end of hostilities; of direct benefit to their Cadets operating from a flat site. Most
we are on the road again, and ready under instruction.
of the" B" holders were hoping
to take full advantage of any
It might be suggested in con- to qualify for their .. C" at the
stroke of luck that the future may elusion that all clubs who have Club's camp at' the Long Mynd,
hold, but not so well fitted to take made a start, and overcome or which was arranged for September,
an y more Se-'
k I
t bacs.
held at bay, a host of cliff- but th;·s
• was cancelled due to our
losing
the"
Grunau."
We intend to hold a camp culties should press for assistfor pilot· with " B" or .. C" ance at least equal to What they
Most rea{\ers will know of the'
gliding certificates in July or have already done themselves. Easter aerotow rally we arranged
August, but before we can make When all our aircraft were requi- and which has been fully reported
any detailed plans, need to know sitioned, or rotting, during the 111 the SAILPLANE AND GLIDER.
more or less what the demand is war, the enemy was building, or Unfortunately the majority of our
likely to be; the job will be done making other nationals build, good members were not sufficiently adat as little cost as is economically " sailplanes.
Well, there must be vanced for aeTo-towing" however,
possible, but the Club will not be I some fine modern stock here ~nd a good time Was had by all (we
able to offer accommodation or there in Germany; the Czechs hope).
food. The hardy ones will be gi,ven grabbed whilst the going was good,
Prospects for next season are·
ground on which to pitch their and good luck to 'em; wh' not bright. We have :two" Dixons >Y
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for ab-initio tmining, the corn- launches were made in one quite in the" Kite" and reported that
pletefy rebuilt "Grunau" .will normal day without any undue the lift was fairly strong all along
emerge shortly, the " Kite II" is fatigue on the part of the squad. the south slope with the wind
expected any time now (Slingsby The easiest way we find is for the nearly S.S.W.
and Martin Hearn please note), and machine to be brought back tail
The total flying time for the year
in addition there will be a privately- first with two people supporting in club machines amounted to
owned" GuU Ill" and an "Olym- the tail booms on their shoulders 228 hours 40 minutes, and there
pia." AelO-towing will be <l]vailable whilst the remaining people push I were 1,471 launches.
Nine" A,"
by "Tiger Nfoth," which is ex- on the leading edge of the wing.
Il" B," Il " C" and one Silver
pected shortly.
As in the past
A little soaring was done during " C" certificates were obtained.
season dual instruction will be the month in the "Tutor" and
available in the" Tipsy" at very "Kite,'" the pilots of the latter
cheap rates.
IT\achine having the laugh during
NEWCASTLE GLIDING CLUB
The ground equipment consists the cold weather as the " Kite"
of two beaverettes and the Chrysler is now fitted with a totally enclosed
A black border to this column
far retrieving, the winch we used' hood, which makes things much might be appropriate in our present
last season is in good running more comfortable.
position, as we are still ,vithout a
order and another will be available,
reasonably local training field. But
sOon.
On Saturday 28th the met. the
prospects
and
undiluted
people forecast a W.N.\N. wind of optimism-an essential quality ill
During next season it is hoped to
organize one or more visits to the about 35 to 40 m.p.h. and con- present-day gliding-bid us refrain
vection up to about five thousand from
requesting such sombre
Mynd (if the Midland G.C. will feet.
trimmings!
have us).
This gave excellent hill lift to
At the December General Com.
From the foregoing it will be
about
1,800
feet,
which
was
used
miHee
Meeting two sub-committees
seen that we have good reason to
look forward to a really good by Cerry Smith, B. Thomas and were formed to organise the search
seasou, bllt this will not be accom- Stan Armstrong in the " Tutor" for suitable ground on which we
Stan Armstrong will be permitted to operate. One
plished without hard work from all and "Kite."
encountered
a
period
of extreme sub-committee, consisting of Allan,
the members.
We still have
vacancies for hard-working en- wughness when cloud started to O'Grady and Varley, who will
thusiasts, owing to some of our torm much lower than bef~re, and investigate possible sites in the
members being called up and B. Thomas, who was flyIng the North Tyneside area and a second
others leaving the district.
Full " Kite" at the same time, saw the I with Maw Robson' and another
particulars can be obtained bom " Tutor" in some very unusual ,I Sunderland member, to cover the
South side.
Likely sites are not
the Chairman, Park Road, Blaby, attitudes.
Cerry Smith in the "Tutor" scarce, but unfortunately many are
or the Secretary, Ryecroft, St.
was able to fly backwards at about bound by the fact that they
Mary's Road, Leicester.
10 m.p.h. ground speed for about consist at good arable land and are
DJ D
• ••
,I half-a-mile and only had to make required fOf more important duties,
I two turns on a :llight lasting about and there are also still the land·
DERBYSHIRE AND l.ANCASHIRE twenty minutes. The Derbyshire owners, some of whom class Gliding
Hancl was not in evidence over the with Witchcraft.
GLIDING CLUB
b k
11
.
ac
.wa,
an d
was,pr? b a blY
In the meantime,
a few members
During December the emphasis operatmg further back. owmg to have concentrated on the work still
was mainly on training and in the extremely strong WInd.
necessary at the City House.
particular bungie training.
The
Sunday, 29th December.
The Week-ends see Hon. Sec. Miller,
"Nacelled Dagling" was worked wind had backed to S. W., and atter Callahan and Wilkinson, and
hard on the few days that training a late start due to trouble with the occasionalty others, filling the house
was possible and given beHeF winch we had a good training day. with the aroma ot paint, distemper
weather we should have had a The lift was not quite strong enough and paraffin, as well as odd
small crop of " A's" to finish the to soar, and the .. Tutor" was discordant snatches of song, though
year off with.
flown on extended circuits to Sec. Miller would probably wish
- One Sunday in a strong steady instructions under the eagle eyes to disassociate himself from the
easterly wind the " Nacelle" be· of Louis Slater, who was the last activity. Progress is goo~l but
came airborne on its own and was instructor of the day.
The two ,could, of course, be greatly accelerbr<llUght back to earth by the united youngest flying members home for ated it otherwise interested memefforts of the nearest people who the Christmas holidays were the bers appreciated the fact that any
just caugM the skid and flying only ones in the Bungie group to asset to the club is worthy
wires ! The looks and the language tUnl up :Ior training, and so they 0f the attention of all members.
can well be imagined, but all the had a field day and managed to whether experienced or not.
people do really believe that catch up the rest of the group.
Social evening,s commenced on
machines do blow away in a strong
Only a few people turned up on Monday, Dec. 23rd, and will no
wind if they are left unattended.
Boxing Day, but about a cOllple doubt become more sociable when
Neariy all the retrieving was done of hours' soaring was done with the" licence" is obtained shortly
by hand, which kept everyone the" Tutor" and" Kite." Stan after the New Year. Monday night
warm, and surprisingly, over forty Armstrong again went off to Eyam will continue to be the social
1
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wening until further notice, and
no work wil,1 be done on that
evening.
Allan has got constmction of the
new trailer well under way, and the
coming Spring should prove its
value to the full, its capacity having
prompted one member to suggest
that it would bring £2.000, with a
little garden round it !

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
The period from 14th December
to nth January was almost a
.complete washollt and" snowout "
as far as flying was concerned.

S A I L P L A N E

At a meeting at Balado on 29th
December there were twelve memo
bers present who had travelled an
average distance of 40 mires each,
single journey, to get there. The
greatest distance travelled was 70
miles and the shortest 25 miles.
'Ne have now members who come
from as widely scattered places as
St. Andrews, Kirkcaldy, Edin·
burgh, Stirling, Glasgow, Renfrew
and Paisley.
Funds were recently raised by us
to enable young people to take up
gliding cheaply, and on lOth
Decembel' five A.T.C. Cadets, with
previous gliding experience. were

enrolled as members for one year
under this scheme.
Two new members joined from
St, Andrews University and have
started their power dual instruction
prior to going on the " Cadet."

FOR SALE.
PARTS and DRAWINGS for
" Grunau Baby," also timber, ply,
fabris, dope, pulleys, turnbuckles,
etc. - Particulars from "Moot
House," W'orthing Road, Rustington, Sussex.

LETTERS TO TilE EDITOR
DEAR SIR,
hospitality, and to show them dative of the scope of the Novem
I was interested to read Mr. something of the great.hearted ber article, and moreover, be
G. E. Nunn's letter in your Decem- people who were responsible for reminded that his desire for
ber issue regarding the article and the splendid organisation that was teclmical knowledge can still be
I
photographs on the B.G.A. Dele-, laid on. Some of those peop'le were met by .communicating with the
gaticm to Czechoslovakia, and was!,the" people standing by machines" delegates, several of whom. like
glad to see that ne had been pr~- ! to whom Mr. Nunn refers.
'Mc Rice himself, have already
vided by Mr. J. C. Rice with some, As a I'esult of the visit of the spent a large amount of time telling
of the information that he required. ,British delegation, many copies of what they saw and learnt during
His desire for technical intorma· 'SAILPLANE are now reaching memo the visit, and have taken not only
tion is fully appreciated, and as has bers of the clubs and schools in a pleasure, but a pride in so doing,
already beeR made known, such Czechoslovakia. where they are as one more tribute that can be
information is available from any perused with great interest in many paid t.o the gliding and ~oariFlg
of the delegates upon request from parts of the country. Comments enthUSiasts of Czechoslovakia.
those sufficlentIy interested to on the November issue have already
Yours faithfully.
communicate with them.
reached us, and our Czech hosts
T. REX YOUNG,
I would like to ?oint out, how- have been happy to note our
Chairman, Bristol Gliding Club.
ever, tbat the article and. photo- acknowledgment, in SAILPLANE'S
Member, B.G.A. Delegation to
graphs bad a purpose which has pages, of the truly wonderful pro.
Czechosolvakia.
not, I think, been envisaged by gramme that they gave us as
~fr. Nunn, name.ly, that of further. representatives of British c1ups.
Ing good relatiOns between t h e .
..
..
Czechoslovakian gliding fraternity
Tins, surely, IS Just as It should DEAR SIR,
and our own. a purpose surely be, because the exchange of
I heaFtily endorse Gracias' views
worthy of conscientiolls pursuit.
technical infOl'matioll bet~een the on Blind Flying in your January
Such was the generous reception gliding fraternities of neighbouring issue. I hope this year we shall see
given to the B.G.A. delegates, and countries is certainly best facili· lots of people blind·flying to great
the comprehensive ±lying pro- tated by the bujlding up of con-. heights with apparent 'ease, having
gramme that was arranged for genial
relations
between
the lealint the technique during the war
them, that it was considered a first, counbies concerned.
regardless of expense.
This
duty of the delegation to advise
Considelied, then, in the light of spectacle must not mislead the
members of our British elubs of " first things first," it is hoped that newcomers, who will have to learn
the extent of Czechoslovakian Mr. Nunn will now be more appre· the hard way.
(Continued on page 31)
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B.G.A. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
(Continued from page 21)

THE "L.S.D.'" OF GLIDING-(Continued from page 8 )
expenditure. These essentials are the key to
economical running, as well as to the sound prog.ress
of any Club.
For renewal of aircraft, the figure shown represents
20% of the capital sum on 3 machines, which might
be criticised as being too modest a sum. In this
case" it is suggested that the Reserve Fund of £131
per annum is large enough to enable more generous
provision to be made if so desired. A further £100,
for example, would ensure one new aircraft per
annum, which should be adequate ..
Administration costs have not been detailed in the
Statement, but are enumerated so that a full examination may be made : -

was that hill soaring sites were not very successful
in June, whilst meetings at Easter at flat .sites
were invariably successful. The great difference was
the cost of aero-towing, but should it be possible
to get Admiralty assistance and obtain use of a
Navy airfield, this might not be so expensive. Lt.-Celr.
Sproule said that Bramcote, near Leicester, might
possibly be obtained. ]. C. Rice said that surely
the logical thing to do was to have the National
Contests this year in the same place as the Inter:
national Contests in 1948. Ann Douglas said that few
hill sites were adequate for National Contests from
the point of view of public support.
F.jO. Jock Forbes then pur forward the surprising sriggestion that this years National Contests
be held in Germany. The Treasurer said that this
would have no British propaganda value and might
almost be said to be defeatist. Col. Preston thought
that we must hold the National Contests in England
but the International Contests might be held with
advantage in Germany in 1948 as this would save
freight costs for continental visitors. The Sec.retary
said that the F.A.!. wanted the International Contests to be held in England because they would be
taking place at the same time as the Olympic Games;
this competition was taking the place of an Olympic
Games Gliding Competition.

Rent and Rates
Taxes, B.G.A. Fee, etc.
Printing and Stationery
Light, Heat, Telephone, etc.
Accountancy and Bank Charges
Cleaning, Upkeep and Minor Repairs
J nsurances, etc.
Sundry unforeseen Expenditure ..

£

125

25
15
20

15
25

60
IS
£300

With a total expenditure of £866 against a revenuetotal of £997, a club with a roll of 60 members should
be able to maintain solvency, even if it undertakes
ab-initio training. And since ab-initio training
represents the life-blood of the clubs as a whole, it
is contended that, given the scale of equipment
herein suggested, every club would be in position to
offer such training, and thus give the movement the
aid and encouragement which it so richly deserves.
It is stressed that the foregoing proposals are based
upon a minimum of only 60 flying members. It is
certain that in practice this minimum would in
every case be largely surpassed, and thus the clubs
would be enabled to effect a build-up towards more
aircraft (including a two-seater), more equipment,
increased facilities, permanent establishment, and
so forth.
What, then, is hindering the revival of our gliding
clubs? Again there is only one answer-lack of
aircraft and equipment.
Lord Nathan (Minister of Civil Aviation) has said:
.. I am very anxious to enoourage private flying and
also gliding, which, perhaps, teaches air-mindedness
to' a greater extent than almost any other form of
use of the air." These words may be a portent, in
which event, should reasonabl.e facilities for securing
equipment soon be made available, let us not hesitate
to set to work on the rebuilding ot our British clubs.
from whom so muCh is expected by thousands of
air-minded enthusiasts all over the country. Finance
may be difficult, but it CAN be done, and to show
the way towards a full-scale development of British
gliding we need only the will to venture.
Nothing Venture-nothing Gain!

The next item was a point raised by the North
Somerset Club which said that the Lands Dept. of
the Air Ministry wanted to charge them £200 per
annum for Western Zoyland airfield with no hangarage_ Bristol and the Imperial College Clubs said
they were paying 'no rent or a nominal one, whilst
the same was the case for Rearsby. Col. Preston
said that a Canadian report was that the cost of
upkeep of airfields was making flying there very
difficult. He used this question to stress the importance of dealing with the M.C.A. and the Air Ministry
through the B.G.A., and also said that in the Straight
Committee on Private Flying they had the chance
of a lifetime but they must have a concrete plan.
He appealed to Club Secretaries to get their Clubs
to get out a schedule of expansion. Bernard Thomas
thereupon intervened to ask for some guidance in
this report. Col. Preston replied that there would
possibly be no subsidy but there would probably
be indirect help. If there were at present 3,000
interested people they must envisage 30,000 in their
budget. Finally]. C. Rice said that of the 40 BeavereUes he had bought for the Clubs there were still a
number not allocated, and he would be glad to have
early applications. They are £55 each with tyres.
He had 20 winches on order at £35 each, of which
. some six had been dispatched after modification,
the rest will be ready shortly. The Bristol Club
asked if action could be taken to secure a further
supply of winches and beaverettes.
This, said
J. C. Rice, would be difficult, and on the question
of modifications for cable guides he would be willing
to circulate any developments which might arrive
from Germany.
The meeting then terminated.

WINTER LECTURES
A lecture on "Pathfinding" will be given by
Wing-Cmdr. M. A. Smith, D.F.C., in the canteen of
the Fairey Aviation Co., Ltd., Station Road, Hayes.
Middlesex, on the 20th February at 8 p.m.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from page 29)
I want to enlarge on one of
Gracias' points. He says that one
()f the needs is "A sailplane of
adequate strength, stability, and
handling qualities."
I am not
qualified to write a comprehensive
.
article on what has become a
highty technical subject, lout want
to suggest a few tests that the
would-be purchaser of a sailplane
for blind-flying should carry out.
(I) The macliine MUST fly
" straight and ~evel " at its normal
cruising speed, hands and feet off
. ht 0 f
· h any welg
tl
. le cOntroI s, Wlt
pilot.
(2) If hands and feet are taken
.
off the controls at a speed in exoess
of this, the machine should tend
to return to cruising speed.
(3) If hands and feet are taken
off the controls in a turn, machine
should either continue in the turn
at unchanged rate and speed, or
tend to return to straight and level
' h
.fl Ig t.
(4) Controls should have" feel"
be reasonably light, and balanced.
(The usual fault is light elevator
and heavy aileron.)
(5) Machine should have airbrakes to limit high speeds, and
these when applied should increase
pitch stabihty and so, if applied
in a straight dive, with hands off
the stick, machine should pull her.
self out of the dive more quickly
than as in (2) above.
(6) Machine should have elevator
trimmer so that pilot can trim her
to fly at speeds from normal cruise
to at least normal cruise plus 15
m.p.h.
The most important lesson I got
from Germany as a result of my
post-war visits there was the vita}
imp€lrtance of good stability and
·
I
h and I mg
in a sailp ane. Why does
the "Kranich" still hold the
height records, both for single and
two-seaters?
There are many
machines witl~ a better performance.
Yours p+r..! PHILlP \VILLS.

ROYAL AERO CLUB

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
" A .. CERTIfICATES: 133 (Nos. 5952 to
No.
I

Nlmu:.

Frauds \\;illiam Jacksoll
Gcorge Perry I.ambourlle
Victor Dobson
Owell Da"id Zanker
Mbert S)Tdney )OhllSOr:.r
Christopher Neil FoxIey Norris
Lean "'oaciechowicz ..
'V1ndystaw Majcner
J\Iiche1 Alphonse ECllest Van Holderbeke
~:~~ Mazur Grazylle
5()57 Rychard Lewan(}mV5h.;
59~8 Calusillski Zbigniew
Kaeol ]akubiec
5!l,,!l
5960 Jerzy Stn~yewsk.i
5962 Roman Kulik
5()O:3 SlallisJaw Kurow~ki
5!l64 i\1ika Kazimaetz

'1805
!U7
!7!l:j
:3115
~4:9
<)On2
5()53
5()M

5965 Waclaw Wojcik
5966 Bertram Garth Bloomer
5069 Charles Simpsoll
5!l72 Alan David Dick
;j!l96
6004
6014
0017
601R
G024
6031
60:l2
6047

::,~
0062
606a
6066
0070
6075
6080
6081
6085

David John Holmes Davig
l\Iaurice Gordon .Fol1utaill
Peter l\'lallrice \V righ t

Charles Edward

16i G.S., Gatwick
Air Division G.C.

..

49 G.S., Wymeswold
107 G.S., Coleby Grauge
H.Q.,2 Group G.C...
72 M.T.I•. R.U. G.C.
Ditto
84 Group G.C.
Quakeubruck G.C.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Air Division G.C.

Fa ul Gruellberg

~~~~ Richard Edward Claude Skiltou

~::

8085)

" B .. CERTIFICATES: 44
A.T.C. ScllOolor Glidi.., Club.
Air Division G.C.

~IcAudrew

Alexauder !an Charles l\Iunro
Henry Christian Ewart Hardjng
Rotand George l\Iarshall

Ian Alastair Knott ..
Deny. Edgar GiIlau
J ame'5

Sydney Gu thrie
David I...ang'ford
\ViUiam Hnghes
Geo([rey \\iilliam :Morris Carter
Mariell I...udwig Niewolski

l\Iarian Jaworllik

Alan Keith Bu tcher ..
Joseph Louis Douglas Palfrey
Richard Westou Herberl
AuthoJlY BabiugtoIl Dunford
I,eslie Barber

D.itto
Ditto
B.A.p.a. G.C.
70 E.G.S., Swansea
~I.41 E.G.S., Hockley Heath
85 WingG.C.
2 Group G.C.
151 R.U. (A) G.C.
4th Armoured Brigade G.e.
R.A. Aero C1nb
4th Armoured Brigade G.e.
l51 R.U. (A) G.C.
Yorkshire G.C.
7 G.S.
llI.H E.G.S., Hocklcy Heath
l,ubcck G.C.
London G.C.
Replacement for Polish Certificate
lost dnriug the War
Ditto
Loudou G.C.
42 G.S., Loughborough
4th Armoured Brigade G.C.
Newcastle G.C.

4 E.G.S., Abbotsinch
Lubeck G.C.

I<cllueth Herbert Ronald Jones

Dul,/ak,n.

12. 7.46
2a. 8.46
26. 7.46
8.12.46
8.12.46
1. 6.46
5. 8.46
24. 9.46
18.10.46
W. 8.46

'12. 9.46
25. 8.46
26. 9.46
U.8.46
9. 7.46
4.9.46
16. 9.46
17. 7.46
24. 9.46
30.10.46
1. IU6
27.9.46
18. 8.46

23.12.46
24. 7.46
16.10.46
28. 8.46
0.11.46
6.10.46
20. 9.46
18. 8.46
2. 0.46
15. 3.46
3.11.46
~7.11.46

10.11.46
August
1935
2.10.34
30.10.46
1. 9.48
12.11.411
3.11.46
11.11.46
8.12.46

.. C .. CERTIFICATES: t4

1805
2570
5:361
58:3a
5952
595a
5956
59G2
5965
5966
5986
60:31
6062
606:1

FFancis \VilliaUl JacksoD

John Seho!es Aked ..
Terellce Bevi1le Adair BoughtOll
Eruest Peter Sutton
Christopher Nf:il Foxley Nonis
:Leon \Voaciecbowicz ..
Ma.zUI Grazyua
Roman Klllik

Waclaw Wojcik
Bertram Garth Bloomer
'Maurice Gordon Fountain

Deuys Edgar Gillam
~'fariall

Ludwig Niewolski

Mariau Jaworuik

Air Division G.C.
Yorkshire O.C.
toudon G.C.
84 Group G.C.
H.Q. 2 Group G.C.
72 ,1.T.L.R.U. G.C.
Quakeubruc.k G.'C.
Ditto

20.10.46
1.10.46
26.11.46
3.11.46
2. 6.46
3. 9.46
28. 0.46
11. 8.46

~~

~9M

Air Division G.C.
a.l1.46
85 Wing G.C.
2.11.46
Yorkshire O.C.
2. 6.49
Replacement for Polish CertiHcate September
lost dllring the War
1935
Ditto
16. 7.39
SILVER BADGES: 2

6062 Mal'ian Ludwig Niewolski
600a ),oIarian Jaworuik
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Duplicale No. 2 } Replacements
Duplicate No. :1

THE

,SOARING

CLUB AN'NOUNCEMENTS

TECHNICAIR LTD.
Sa;lplan~

Bureau.
THE MIDLAND GLIDIXG CLUB
LIMITED

Tuh"i(al and P'/am Servi(e.
Chilto" Olympia Agents.
- Trailers-

Your Gmttem
Have you earned a gliding or
soaring certificate? Then you have
something which very few people
in the country~ and even in the
world, possess.

S A I L P L A N E

I

The Long Mynd, Church Stretton,
Shropshire. Tele,phone; Linley 206.
Full particulars may be obtained
from the Secretary, F. G. Battv, ;F.C.A.
2, Lombard Street \-Vest. West Bromwich, Staffs.

TECHNIGAIR 'LTD.
Aeronautica! Engineers
46 NORTH HYDE LANE.
HESrON,

MIIJOLESEX,

SOUIHALL ••70

ELGAR 51;1

, THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB.
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.
Full Flying facilities are offered

COMET MODELS LTD.
fOR

ALL TYPES OF MODEL AIRCRAFT
We 'Specialise
in the Building or accurate Scale Models of
well-known Briti.h & Continental Sailplanes
Model. Built to Customers' Specification.

to all Soaring and Power Pilots.

JOIN NOW and know Gliding at
its BEST at Sutton Bank, Yorkshire.
For full particulal's apply to:
,L. A. ALDERSON, .. LYNDHURST,"
SINNINGTON, YORK, lIon. Secretary.,
Yorkshire Gliding Club.

82 Leam Ter., Leamington Spa. WarwickshIre

The R

GLIDING
BADGE

The, (

SOA8'lNG
BADGE

Silver (

and Golden (

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
GLIDING OLUB,
GREAT HUCJ<LOW, TlDESWBLL,
Phone Tidcswell 207
DER~YSHI'RE

THE AERONAUTICAL
BOOKSHOP
'.
.'
2 mi.ns: from Oxford Circus. Vi.sit this
specialIst shop that stocks nothmg but
Aeronautical Books covering every
aspect of Aeronautics. If unable to
I call send 71d. m stamJ;lS for 42 Page
Book Lls.t and Synol?sls. of over 500
Aeronauttcal
PublIcatIOns. 7,
lIANovER COURT, HANOVER STREET,
LONDON, W.I. Tel.: MAyfair 4445.

NEWCASTLE GLlOING

AIRCRAFT (HEREFORD) Ltd.
SOARING BADGES

To people living in the North
Midlands the Club offers full soaring
'facilities at 1O{- per hour in the club
fleet of Sailplanes.
Primary training has started and
power conversions are a speciality..
The clubhouse is fully licenced and
meals are available if booked in advance. Whether there is flying or not
. there is always something doing every
I week end.
Subscription, 6 gns.; Entrance fee,
2 gns.; Non-flying members, 1 gn. If
you are interested please write to the
Hon. Secretary, 87, Fargate, Sheffield t,
for further details.

20/21 Newmarket Street,

HEREFORD.

~r
• I

~
llV"'~u", i!...

CLUB, Ltd.

(founded! Feb. 1930)
Instruction to .. B ..
<iert. at Cra mJIngton
£2.2.0
Aerodrome,
Entrance fee, £3.3.0
Flying Subscription.

City Headquarters: H, Lovaine Place. N/<i 2

The A B C Silver Cand Golden C are Agents for Slingsby Sailplanes.
Further: Particulars
badge' y~u' received is different Immediate delivery of "Cadet" HON. SEC. 25, HOLME AVENUE, NEWCASTLE 6
from the usual emblem you see i and "Tutor." "Kite I1's early
people wearing. In most cases 1947.
REQUIRED FOR
the buttons in people's lapels' - . - - - - - - - - - - - - signify that their subscriptions are
FRONT
COVER
FOR SALE.
paid up. In your case it means
OF
more than payment of dues. It A Pair of unused CadetvVings
means you've done something. It and Struts made by Martin Ream
means that, without a motor, you in September, 1946. Please l'Cply ONE GUINEA for copyright if used.
Glossy prints or negatives only.
are striving to outdo the flight of
birds, Wear your badge-and wear to: John Hurry, Ten.ements Farm, Please reply to AR T E])ITOR,
Chipperfield, Herts.
Sailplat18 & Glider, IJ9 SIrand, W.C..2.
it proudlyl

Glider Photographs

SAILPLANE
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NOW AVAILABLE

~

'" '

l-!.

"

..

,<

AtTITUDE
INDICATOR

:.'

<w'~ ..~,. ,.-

AIR SPEED
INDICATOR

0-20,000 feet
Simple robust design
Weight-12lozs.

Special Sailplane
Calibration-20!lOO M.P.H.
We;:zht-90%5.

J(. V {j. 91-t4-;;:::-~~

9v. Electrical
Operated bydry.cell batterie.
Weight-llb.90zs.

~

liIil

PURLEY

PORTSMOUTH

WAY·

AVIATION

CRO'YDON

LIMITED

repairers for S'lINGSBY SAILPLANES

are

•

agents

and

AND G'lIOERS,

In the Hampshire. Wiltshire. Berkshire. Surrey. Sussex and Kellt areas.
They are and have been both before and during the war official Air Ministry
Glider repairers and have years of experience of Kirby Cadet repairs.
Clubs and p,rlvate owners a,re invited to avail themselves of the special Sales
and after Sales service.

All enquiries to-SMLPLANE AND GLIDER DIVISION

PORTSMOUTH AVI'ATION LTD.• THE AIRPORT. PORTSMOUTiH.
Telephone: Portsmouth 74374.

L!rc/

UPLANDS

6888

fulmar worry? He has his own
itive measuring devices. DUI even
sailp~ane

pilots feel happier wilh

Instrumenls • •

=K
I
LV
IN
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

~

proven in reliability
IU~LVIN

BOTTOMLEY

AND

BAIRD

ahead in design
LIMITED

BASINGSTOKE

